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UrTM's Growth Rate
Is Fastest In State
The University of ineumanee at Martin is the fastest growing
university in the state, percentage-wise, Dr. Norman Campbell,
vice-chancellor of academic affairs, told Rotarians Friday nom
at the Blitmore.
Of interest to Homemakers
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30 ,1969
FOLTON-. KENTUCKY
Campbell, wbe lel freessed Mabee to the boost club, was
isisreduced by program chairman W. W. Oberlin.
Enrollment at U711 this fall is 4.201 students, or 453 more
ass this time last- fall. Dr.'
toe was true and it we* 20-12, Fulton is a fine
Campbell said this represents
Dr. Campbell saki be feels
lberease of 12 per cent.
Boost it!
the reason for Unt happy MuThe Bulldogs made two more
Dr. Campbell, who has main- lent body is the universities
threats, moving to the Devil 30
it!
Build
biped a perfect Rotary at- 31Poss-door
policy initiated by
and then again inside the 45 but
Illetiance for the past 25 years, ;7.1iancellor Archie Dykes.
and
interceptions by Bodker
Mid however, he expects U TM's
Phillip Wylie cut short the Bull"I would say communications
growth to taper off within the
Delon City is offering • spedog threats.
next year or so, "simply be- end the oPso door Prdlo7 be- cial course for high school
dropINSULATED
times the administration and the outs who are interested in imcause we are about full."
Balker was tremendous, playDue of Its rapid growth, he *Meats are the reasons for our proving their basic skills in readRUBBER
ing defense and running, as was
said, uTII has been faced with Mosso," he added.
ing, writing, arithmetic and I:mfullback Ralph Jackson who bull"Chaiwellor Dykes keeps his imeo.
financial problems because state
dozed the Fulton defenders in a
funds have not kept pace. Dr. administration open and always
The only qualification for perSouth f(ultoo whipped cross- touchdown when he stumbled and
for a 13-7 Devil edge. The point case where a hack was punishCampbell said, however, state gives Misdeal groups an answer, sons attending the class Is that town
rival Fulton CIO for the fell in front of the Devil bench. failed.
ing
the tacklers rather than the
officials are now aware of these eve. U that answer is 'no.' You they be at least 11 years al age first time since 1966 and for
Fulton dug in and held with
The Bulldogs, never ready to usual vice-versa situation.
problems and are doing some- lotew, students are People and and have not completed the eighth only
the fourth time since 1951 neither side being able to mown quit, ripped back and scored,
thing about them,
want to be treated like people grade in school.
Friday evening with lied Devil a threat the remainder of the driving the ball down the field
Charles Woodruff at defenHe said the state paid only and they would rather to get a
Classes will be held at the Coach Terry Beadles terming Opening canto.
• the Devil uefensive unit. A sive halfback and Jackie Wood
9450 per student to urit last 'no' answer with an explanation Miles school each Tuesday and his club's 20-12 victory "the
pair of passes keyed the charge at monster also turned in fine
blood
drew
first
Devils
The
year while this year the figure than no answer at all," Dr. Wednesday nights from 7 until finest effort I have ever seen
In the second frame when fresh- with Kim li,imra going the last Performances in what Coach
Ms been brought up to 1600 and Campbell said.
10. There will be no chars* tor by a group of boys."
outBeadles called "a truly
man field general Bob Winston four yards.
Ile credited members of the the classes, which are
next year is expected to reach
being Joy reigned all across South drifted back and lofted a 40The kick that would have tied standing performance and one of
$950.
local Rotary Club and mine. sponsored by the local system Fulton for the rest of the night
the
contest
was
wide
to
the
right the best collective efforts I have
Then, touching on another sub- er °bloc CounUans with helping and the state Department of Ed- as parades, dancing In the yard scoring strike to senior enabling
the Devils to hang onto ever seen."
end Johnny McGuire. Bodker
ject, Dr. Campbell said a full the university obtain its
new ucation.
Registration will be streets, pep rallies and general kicked the point for a 7-0 Devil their 13-12 margin heading into
E0 per cent of all colleges and nursing and engineering techno- Tuesday night at 6:45.
joy bubbled over into the early edge near the middle of
the the final 12 minutes.
universities across the nation logy programs.
According to Ott School So- hours.
South Fulton received a punt
Period.
last year experienced some type
"we will be spending
perintendest T.F. Wallace, avOne resident said there were
South Fulton was forced to on their own eight with about
of student unrest or demonstra- time during the next year or so ow from this general area who pep meetings, groups
of as many kickoff from the 25 after being three minutes gone into the final
tics,
implementing these two
new meets these qualifications 'sen- as 50 persona gathering in the
assessed a 15-yard penalty for Period when Winston called an
"At that same time UTM w•-• courses of study which will be- sible to attend.
streets singing the South Fulton McGuire who tossed the ball automatic at the line of scrim"We are out to help these right song and leading Red Devil into
egniu ieracuig one ot its smooth- gin next fall," he said.
the stands when he scored. mage and popped McGuire with
sit years ever. About the biggest
Finally, the academic dear people improve their basic skills cheers.
The short kick and a 15-yard- what turned Into a 90-yard passemblem we have bad is with sto- said that while UTIII has an out- SO they may hold better jobs.
Coach Beadles went on to add, er for piling on set the Bull- run for another score. Bodker's
TAKE HOVE
deal parking, We have some standing college in agriculturs No one is barred from then "Our boys went out and hit. They
dogs In business and the Canine
CALL US
1,500 student cars on campus it is not actually a "cow col- classes. In tact, we are urg- wanted to win and they played
SERVICE
479-9082
Clan punched it over. The Devils
sad it is a problem but it does /age" any more.
mid ing thee, adults to take Wean. like it.
He
Both Coach Curling creamed the center on the extraFor
Your
pot approach some of the prob- actually STM's College of Ag- tag* of this opportunity. The (assistant coach Kerry)and my- point try but
a penalty gave
are riculture occupies only 10 per teachers are well qualified and self are extremely proud of our them another chance. The
lems other universities
BullFULLER BRUSH
certified and are members of boys. They have every right to dogs then
woonsiencing," h. said.
"wet of its total program,
decided to try for two
our faculty. Frankly, I Iris* be proud of themselves and the rather than kick. The plan failITEMS
we would have enough adults effort they gave."
ed. It was still 7-6 at the halfThe first period of play was way point.
for 10 sections."
See
or Call
"I would also like to point scoreless, thanks to • blade of
South Fulton came back in the
BY THE PIECE -DINNERS — OR BOX
out that there is no need for grass.
The Devils received, third period with Bob Woodruff
ALMEDA BOAZ
embarrassment.
Each person Pined about two yards, then and McGuire teamlogfora countLIVE A LITTLE
in the class Is there for the sent Tommy Bodker off tackle er. Woodruff deflected a KenCall Us: 479-9082
same purpose—to improve his through a hole. Bodker broke tucky pass to McGuire who lugged
472-3719
the line and was free for a it across from 20 yard. away
educational background
A proposal for an area youth center, being pushed by tilt°Moo Count, Ministerial Association and other groups and in
dividusls, got another boost this week when members of th
EVERYDAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL
Union City Business and Professional Women's Club voted t
contribute to the project part of their profits from their 194
Fabulous Follies, scheduled for
Dec. 5-6.
Guests included Mrs. A. L.
Mrs- John Thomas, Sonora &rub, Mrs. R. G. Hornbeak,
chairman of the Follies project, Mrs. Onelta Branaham, Miss
also announced the names of all Owyenth Albright, Mrs. Doc
committee chairmen and
re- Garrison, Mrs. Glee Chrisreeled the chairmen are to meet tian, Mrs. John Vohs and Mrs,,
for the first time 'Monday to H. L. Clement.
begin planning.
The B&PW meeting, in obof National B&PW
servance
Week, centered its program
around a "BPW Club Cake."
The Ingredients included Personal Development *Sar
by
Mrs. Marjorie Moore: WorldAffairs (butter), by Mrs. J. IL
The Dyersburg Make ComRochelle; Civic
Participation
(eggs), by Mrs. Marvin Blake- mie* College earollment for
more; Membership (flour). by the fall quarter bas reacbed 511$
Linda Hammonds; Legislation students.
This announcement was mad*
Ctoldng powder), by Mrs. Jack
Oliver; Finance (milk), by Mrs. by Dr. E. B. Eller, president,
Robb L. Pierce, dean or
Lurlene Moore, and Public Re- •
lations (spice), by Miss Dorothy Modesto.
Da melds( this ansomacesnest,
Latimer.
Dr. Eller said, 'lee are elated
The meeting wee bee.
over
the ensiber of people that
home of Mrs. Elsie Huntington
cc East Exchange Street. The enrolled for courses is the chast•Men's Sizes S. M.L
proprana was introduced by Miss er year. The prelimiaary exambottom of enrollment Indicates
Edna Earl True membership that amsi
„s are „
mini from
°Ladies'Sizes 10 to 18
chairman, and conducted by Mrs. each of the sewn
counties, with
'Tommy arirka, program chair- a few from
other
counties
and
man.
'Boys'Sizes 6 to 16
out-of-state. The large enrollMembers were reminded the mem
the evening division in.
the West I District Meeting wIl oasis
.the interest and doers
,
•Girls'Sizes 7 to 14
be bold in 11021111111ce Nov.
16 la adult education and continuMEN'S AND BOY'S
ing education. HoPerollY. we will
be able to meet the needs of
all those who have made Koonce!ion for admission."
Dean Pierce had this to say
• Printed Plaid Shirts
about enrollment at Dyersburg
•Chest Pocket
State.
•Men's Sizes S, M, L •Boys' Sizes 6 to 16
"We hem students coming
from II West Tennessee casettes
and three counties is Kentucky.
The figures are: Dyer 4249
Lauderdale 55, Lake4$,Crockett
17, Gibe* 17, Tipton 6, Obion
14, Chester 1, Lewis 1, Carroll
1, Weekley 1, Metals', Ky. 1,
Funny Ky. 1, Graves, Ky. 1."
Demi Pierce also said, "We
Discount Prices
are pinned to have each dews*
Sludelid at Maribor'Mate. we
. We buy-sell-trade and
Mips iliat ethers will want Wiens
Repair
Sehsalap it the tremendous educational opporbmitiee that exist

Adult class
Set To Begin

South Fulton Trips
Cross Town Rival

BOOTS
$4.99 pair

Railroad Salvage
Company

RAYS

'BARBECUE.

FRIE

Youth Center Proposal
Boosted By BPW Club

EN

DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

588 broiled
At Dyersburg

426 Lake Street Fulton, Ky.

FRICTION TOYS
LARGE PLASTIC TOYS
MUSICAL TOYS
PULL TOYS
DOLLS

FLANNEL SHIRTS

'
MINTING COATS
Saits, Boots
NEW! ARVIN
RADIOS, TV
STEREOS

ALL KINDS OF
GUNS

BROADWAY
Gun shop, Sport Center

Carnell Wilson.
Owner

hen."
Dyersburg Nate Community
College has just printed a large
=W
ar% °I
tsee=f: te
saatheab
l°T alre
Oe raspiest. The bulletin caw

tabs inforniation co academic

calendar, college regulations,
admissions aid records, Stu:
ant Personae' Service, academic information and other informative data.

BABY BLANKETS
en% Rayon, 6% Acrylic, and All Cottons

KNIT TOPS

KNIT HEADWEAR
•Thick Bulky Knits For All The Family

•Turtie and Crew-necK ruuovers
•160% Cotton

'Satin binding
•Laclies
Sizes
S, M, L
•Girls
Sizes
3 to 6X
7 to 14

Friendly atmosphere and courteous
You can dine and dance from
6: p. rrt. to 12: p. m.
Serving Delicious Food

Featuring
THE CLASSICS
With Herb Cathay and his meilow

NYLONS

PANTS

•Gingham, Twill and Stretch
Fabrics
•50% Cotton— 50% Polyester
'Sizes 8 to 20

LONG GOWNS
• 100% Cotton Flannelette
•Machine Washable

$

Located at the Park Terrace Motel on US 45-E,
South Fulton, Tenn. Reservations advised.
EVERYDAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

•Sizes 34 to 42

wen

Additional Local Tax Money
Sought For Counties, Schools
'aPRANKPORT, Ky.
111/Mthers it a legislative subdilanidttee searched Friday for
Cemsprondee method of allowMC schools and counties to obtain more local tax money.

There was no offkial cenn
semus and Rep. Ralph Ifitcheff,1
13-She1iyville, Makatea of thel
subcommittee on Local Revel
lt,
and Taxation, said the matte
would be taken up again after

the November electima.
State school and revenue d
ficials said the 1915 statute(
which froze local taxation is the
Meat stumbling block although

Nunn Says 0E0Program In StaYe
May Have Increased Relief Rolls
ra Kentecky because, be violence. His own life has been
- Gov.
- WASHINGTON
governor said.
ailI. AVMs ef Hattedley add alleged, it was going to be used threatened, the
that if he is onploy ant ORM of Iliessmic by a Democratic political ma- Scher* said
dates for partisan purposes. The successful in having the comIs
was overruled by the an- mittee reconvene he will hold a
in.veto
testances
some
=la
Mr
director it 0E0, Donald hoc hearings with state officials
rediecedtheftionel
thee
kreased rather
.
as witnesses in an effort to diperson on public as- Romaleld, he said.
The 0E0 and Civil Service rect public attention to what be
tolls.
it
Commission in•esti gated betimes are 0E0 shortcomings
AIR said the programs
that persons bivalved in Nunn referred to an 0E0 pro
administered ned
iy
poverty project were en- gram ta Knox County, Ky.
the money keeled
in questionable political "We had 3,103 persons on pub.
its way into the hands
he assistance rolls there," Num
activity.
Nom said he paid little Mai- said. "Then 0E0 came in ant
hdd
a news conlarom
Williamticin to the towatigatkin became $1 million later we had 6,6
m Rep.
with P.
"It wan a case of 0E0 Medi- persons on the roils. We can't
. Scheele, R-lowa. described gating 0E0 nod was broad to afford antipoverty program
!DEO as the greatest hoes
like that"
nook Is a whaewash."
ea the AnteriCan
Civil Service imestigaters Both Scherk and Nunn said
'did sot bear the right wit- they have naticed no improve
in,be said. "scandel rithien moos" became they were in- meat of 0E0 under the Mao
arsi
timY Ids thnidets he said. by *eels of administration.
am" perpetrate
31Ild
us to
dli
ing
mothkr
taxpayer
the
latem aa
• twe pairs."
Mork is seeking to have
Issuing, on the Moe Edam
lien and Labor Canada's I*
Nbaa administrators pew
Nyty program mopmed.
Th miter witnesses wbo
iieed continuation Of the 0E0 , FRANKFORT, Ky.
. - rid Budget Director Larry
ogram without modIficatioe. The state Education Dedirtment Porgy estimated that normal
Hs said the committee chilemore in growth and inflation would add
lhan, Rep. Carl D. Perkins, 0- is seeking 135.4 million
Try., has Ignored his reqrsests to state funds for 1870-72 than it about 38 million a year to the
ilide Nom and other se offf- received this biennium, without General Fund, if tax rates reOh testify.
counting any boost in payments mained the same.
epublicans co the commit- to school districts.
But Gov. Louis B. Ntmn al*,including Schick, generaffy
A 1970-72 budget request pre- ready has announced plans to
*,U' giving stale authorities pared by the department for ask the 1970 legislature to
ide say-so in andprient of submission to the state Board adopt a tax cut package which
WO funds and programs and of Education Thursday and Fri- would Mean a $10 million-a-year
Sore veto power.
day asked for $29,963,829 from reduction in state revenue.
..:Nunti said "my prime objec- the General Fund for next fiscal The largest single increase be*e is to find out how to get the year and 131,797,773 for 1971-fl- ing sought by the department is
ikkience before Congress it This compared with $18,725.0'19 for vocational education. The reatm hear."
received in 1968-69 and $111,003,- quest for $35.5 million jump, $7.7
My chief camera is to see 950 budgeted for this year.
million of it in federal funds,
Ilk funds for the or get into
Although the department also would bring that division to a
die hands of the poor, not else- presents a budget request for total of $79.4 million for the twobasalt
the Minimum Famdation Pro- year period.
amestlem am vetoed a gram, which is the mechanism That increase would go to fund
•
177,000 poverty program for by which state money is dis- new vocational training protributed to local school districts, grams and centers. Ten new
that figure was not lecluded. area vocational education cenThat proposal will be made lat- ters have begun operation in the
last two years.
er, department officials said.
The $25.4 million increase be- The department is asking hr
ing. asked for the department's a 56 per cent, increase in atl-!
own operation would constitute ministration and finance, alone-third of the estimated though the increase in dollar
oe Costractore Inc. was about
cadocr
Fspeareat low Odder OM total increase into the General terms would be just 1936,867 for
for the ccestractioa of Fund through normal growth. a total of $2.6 million for the
is of low rent Musing
Deputy Finance Commissioner two years.
Newborn with a bid of $665,$602,-

/carer individual tax rafts,
not to be blamed entirely.
Tits act tolled back prepertyi doxicel as it may seem.
tax rates in the wake eta Cowl' For eximPle. a dktrict's pop.
of Appeal" decision imposing -11tY rooY be 20!_oeCI
100 per cella assessment which lion. A tax rate of 10 cents won
, produce $160,090.
alarmed many taxpayers.
The statute allowed two con-' If the assessmeat doubles
5
secutive yearly 10 per cent In- $2 million, a tax rate of only
creases, after which a ceiliag: cents would produce the $100,000
rollback
was placed on further tax -the limit under the
concept
boosts.
Dave Magill, state kW ft-i James Melton, an assistant,
nance officer, said the result Is, superintendent of public instruc1
that despite the growth in value lion, commented: "We have
of assessed property all over the simply converted inequities in
state, tax rates essentially re- property assessments to inequities in the tax rate."
main static.
In fact the often drop. A Rev-i He said local district rates
enue Department review of tax- range from a low of 315 cents
es for last and this fiscal year' to a high of 91.7 cents per Mei
shows that 76 counties have de-I of assessed valuation.
creased their rates slightly, 27' Kentucky ranks 47th in the nahave increased them a bit and tion in amount of funds spent
for education from property tax27 are unchanged.
Cinerary to public belief,' es, he said.
higher total assassinate mean: Some legislators talked Of

trent

Education Office
Seeks $25 Million

L

tilcAdoo Is Low
bidder For
Newbern Bldg.

=
=

low bidder for the
low
t was Scudder b Comstd
at ask° City, with a
00141.000.
to Mrs. Patricia
rgrast, director of the
.4e6rdillg
rn
Houslag authority,
tructioa is expected to besin within the next two weeks.

r

r
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Half Brides Pregnant Used Accounting
COPENHAGEN-From 1650 to
PARIS - Some recording

about 1880 the number of Danish women who were pregnant
when married remained un-,
changed at 48 to 50 per cent, according to church registers.
Since World War II the rate has
idropped to 27 to 30 per cent.

of
economic transactions - the beds it accounting-was rode k
ancient Babylonia and Egypt. In
ancient Greece and Rome the
keeping of accounts for private
and public purposes was wail
developed.

NI=1.0.11M1.<).1=M14)41/1111( HMINID.c

I USED FURNITURE BARGAINS

I.
1

i

General
r
Electic

Full Size New
Foam Rubber

r Refrigerator
$27.50

1.

Mattress
$19.95

Walnut
Vanity
$14.95

Oak
Square

Frigidaire
Top Freezer

General
Electric

Table
$17.50

Refrigerator
$89.50

30" Range
$89.50

Suite

Tappan Gas
Apt. Size

International
Harvester

Bedroom
$69.50

Range
$42-50

Refrigerator
$44.50

1

Norge 36"
Electric

Walnut Dining

I' 3-Pc. Blonde

-

Piece
New
1 Hardwick2Antique
Living Room
Like
Bed and
Suites
- Gas Range
Springs

$69.50
f ALL
APPLIANCES
LGUARANTEED

$35.00

$22.50 up

$52.50
Mah. Finish
Dresser &
Bookcase Bed

NET PRICES

CEILING TILE:9;:i:s(sq.
I.

4 CEDAR STRIPPING

9

Fir.13

4c LINEAR FOOT

LAUAN PANEL
VINYL COAT PANEL
OLD WORLD BIRCH

3 - Coal Finish
Reg. $4.25 Sheet

Reg. $5.49 Sheet
OUR SPECIAL

Five - Coat Finish
Reg. $8.60 Sheet

$345

$485

Weyerhaueser
12" x 16'
No, 1 Grade Primed

$67.50
----I

$700

Sheet Rock
FILLER

$549

SIDING $21:1!!
BLACK BOAR", $155
29
SHUTTERS
MASONITE

Sheet4)8 n

1/2" Thick

II

14 x 35 1/2 In. $6
PER PAIR_

1
Refrigerator I
Kelvinator

Top Freezer

10% Discount
ON MONARCH
MEDICINE CABINETS

MURIATIC ACID

$1.95 Gal.

COLD WEATHER ITEMS
-Caulking - Weather Stripping
-Storm Windows and Doors
-Glass Cut To Size

$79.50 !

FURNITURE COMPANY
472-1533,
HM11.4

I

BUILDER'S SUPPLY,INC.
301 Walnut

woo

472-1434

14
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Sci
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IN STOCK: Pre-Finished Mouldings To Match
Panel Adhesive
Colored Nails To Match

5-GAL. READY MIX

9

of
vic

Other Sizes Available Al Special Prices! White or Black

EXCHANGE
207 Commercial Ave,

WHITE
12x 24 - Inch

LMANCO
ALUMINUM
EXTERIOR

•
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Table
5 Chairs
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local smarms* Ed& be al app.:Lady would hue taxed*
hoed to Impose their own ed-I of land surround's a city an
half dot oaks tax. Hs ar.based-: the extent of when services reaged both methods timid be dif- calved by the lead or property
owner.
ficult in admire/hr.
also remarked that
Meal said an lecrealleg But Magill
number of wends. ate creeks the suggestion seems to ran Mb
spedal tubs districts which the state prohibition against dieprovide specific services for do criminatioa for or agehest sey
money reflected - each as po-• group of taxpayers. All meet be
treated the same.
lice protect*.
Another approach, he said, be "The question that has begged
Is "merely WWII aid hem". me is why the legislate% &odd
involves lestkantlee mode* set tax rates (locally)," Mitchfor counties to provide special, ell commented. "What do I
services in certain odious and know of Harlan County's prob
to levy Woe accortlielle co& !ems?"
He said the time-honored pro
tlh tne people so fiVOltia,
That would be fulfilled In part. cedure in Kentucky "seems It
by a proposed anistitutionall stem from an inner disked fo
amendment on assessment oil local officials (by) the peados_
farmland which will appear on They somehow feel somebody is
the Nov. 4 referendum ballot. Frankfort or Washington can be
One section of the amendment' Um* (Mare)."
- ,
_

CASH & CARRY

EXTRA SPECIAL
ONE WEEK
ONLY!

$F89.50

Fulton, Ky.

•••

SPECIAL-1 WEEK ONLY

Stove
Like New!

outright repeal of Home Bill
No. 1, the creature of the 19M
"Kid Meek&
Rep. Berm!1Ceene, D-Bardstom, said repeal would be foredoomed.
The only proposal with a
chine it passes" be said, is
we permitting counties *Ad
schools to share somewhat In
net assessnont increases. Curl
redly the toly extra tams they1
can obtain cense from new prop-I
arty added in the rolls:
Mies tilled to terms of allowing dlabicts two coosecntive
10-cent tax lairs.
He Wrested be meant'10 cents
yearly aed not 10 per ceof.
which be said amounted to leas
than 10 casts wham applied to
ihe Meal tax rale.
Magill said the occupatkmal
liceme tax method of raisin
money midi be ostaided in
smaller commdties or phlegm

.• • ••••
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Scientists
To Meet At
University

/CRAY, Ky.—A crowd of reign throughout all the home
—About 12, is expected to converge en coming activities.
MURRAY, Ky.,
130 Kentucky scientists are ex- the campus of Murray State Uni- Centered on the homecoming
pected to attend the 55th annual versity Nov. 1 to take part in the theme of "A Show of Victory,"
meeting of the Kentucky Acad- 37th annual Homecoming Day the parade will leave the campus at 9.30 a.m., march to downemy of Science at Murray State festivities.
A full slate of activities—the town Murray on Main St., circle
University Friday and Saturday.
courthouse square, and reDr. Walter E. Blackburn, dean traditional parade, the alumni
l to the campus on Olive
of the School of Arts and Sci- smorgasbord, and an assortment ut
ences at Murray State and offi- of breakfasts, coffees, brunches, Blvd.
cial host for the meeting, said lunches, dinners and dances—is Included in the parade will be
the program will include a ban- planned to prime a record crowd the Murray State marching band,
quet, presentation of technical for the football game between the queen's float, the 81st Army
10
papers, a business meeting, and the Racers and Eastern Ken- band from Ft. Campbell,
high school bands, 13 organizatucky University.
field trips.
tional floats, fraternity sweetKickoff time is 2 p.m.
Dr. Donald Caplenor, dean of
During halftime of the Ohio hearts, four girl drill units, and
the College of Arts and Sciences
Murray-Calloway County Shrinof Tennessee Technological Uni- Valley Conference game, a speera on motorcycles.
versity, will be the featured cial tribute will be paid to the
Miss Murray State—Jerry Sue
speaker at the 7 p.m. banquet late Robert A. (Fats) Everett,
Pritchett of Earlington—will also
congressman
Tennessee
Holiday
former
Murray
the
at
Friday
have a float in the parade.
Inn. His topic will be "What is who was often called Murray
School bands participating are
the Way to Effective Conserva- State's No. 1 alumnus.
Highlighting homecoming eve from Central City, North Martion?"
shall, Lone Oak, Mayfield, Lyon
A welcome to the academy will be a two-hour variety shoe
"..7ounty, Owensbor o, Murray
will be extended by Dr. Harry headlined by nationally know
High, South Marshall, Benton,
M. Sparks, Murray State presi- television personality Pat Paulsrel Murray Junior High.
dent. Dr. Orville Richardson, sen and featuring Kenny Rogers
The drill units in the parade
professor of biology at Kentucky and the First Edition. Showtime
will be the Juniorettes from PaWesleyan College and academy is 8 p.m. In the fleldhouse.
For the first time, the home lucah, the North Marshall Jet
president, will preside at the
coming queen will be crowned iteppers, the South Marshall
banquet
Rebelettes and the Murray State
Sixty-five technical papers will prior to Homecoming Day. She
University
be presented in nine sections will be named Oct. 30 so she car
Beginning sill a.m. Is the anSaturday morning in Blackburn
nual alurrue smorgasbord lunchState
Murray
the
on
Hall
Science
eon in the ballroom of the Stucampus. The sections are andent Union Building. Serving will
microand
botany
thropology,
continue until 12:30 p.m. Tickets
biology, chemistry, geology and
are $2 each.
geography. Physics. psychology,
Having defeated East Tenscience education, sociology, and
nessee State 30-17 at last year's
ecology.
homecoming, the Racers will
The session at Murray State
clash with the Maroons of EastLEXINGTON, Ky.
marks the fifth time in the acadpresident of the National ern Kentucky In their seventh
emy's history it has met at the The
Audubon Society, Elvis Stahr game of the season and their
school and the first time since
Jr. says strip mining still is fourth OVC game.
1960. Faculty members from the
Pre-game ceremonies start at
"ominous threat" to KenSchool of Arts and Sciences and an
1:15 p.m. in Cutcbin Stadium.
tucky.
the psychology department are
At this time, the winning floats
assisting Dr. Blackburn with the Stahr spoke to some 300 con- and displays will be announced
servationists in the state's eight
meeting.
and trophies will be awarded to
Dr. Karl Hussung, professor annual Conservatioe Congress, the two best high school marchand
government
a
by
is
State,
sponeored
Murray
at
chemistry
of
ing bands.
vice president of the academy. civic mature resources develop- During half-time, Dr. Harry
committee.
Dr.
Include
ment
Former presidents
M. Sparks, MSU president, will
Blackburn, Dr. Pete Panzera, Stahr said he has been dis- introduce Dr. Forrest Pogue
Corp.
Steel
Bethlehem
by
State
turbed
chairman of the Murray
executive director of the Mar.
chemistry department, and Dr. plans to develop a strip mine in shall Foundation, who will de
Alfred M. Wollson, chairman of Leather County.
liver a memorial statement honthe tiurray State biological sci- "We hoped a Company ol oring Congressman Everett.
have
ences department until his re- Bethlehem's stature would
Dr. Pogue, a Murray State
no part of such an operation," faculty alumnus and graduate
tirement last spring.
Stahr said.
of '31 who was Everett's prosaid a still more disquiet- fessor at MSU and who worked
Rails Run 300 Miles ingHecase
is the one in which the with the Tennessee congressman
Without A Curve
state has granted a series of de- in Washington, D. C., will also
SYDNEY — The new railroae lays to the Peabody Coal Co. In mplain the memorial scholarship
linking Sydney and Perth hal meeting requirements for grad- drive set up in honor of Everett,
the longest curveless stretch of ing and planting at its Queen a '38 graduate of MSU.
track in the world, 300 miles of River Mine in Western Ken- Dr. and Mrs. Sparks will hold
Straight rails on the Nullarbor tucky's Muhlenberg Cotmty.
an open house for alumni at
Plain.
Stahr said In a later interview, their home, Oakhurst, from 4:30
adebe
might
a "good law
p.m. until 6:30 p.m.
quate" to control strip mining At 6:15 p.m., in the reception
In Western Kentucky.
area on the first floor of the adHe said coming generations ministration building, twc
"would bless us" if strip mining plaques honoring Alumni AssociIs stopped in Eastern Kentucky ation past presidents and past
because of problems of erosion secretaries will be unveiled.
FRI. & SAT..
and silting of streams.
Ending the homecoming acOCT.31 - NOV. 1
tivities will be the closed dinner
HAMILTON, Bermuda — This in Winslow Cafeteria at 6:30
(FRED HITCHCOCK'S
British colony, sometimes imomet p.m. for alumni and the climacas "Honeymoon Island," once tic homecoming dance at 8 p.m.
placed a one-shilling tax at In the Waterfleld Student Union
bachelors.
Belkepg.

e
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Fulton, Ky.

Happy Goodman
Family to be in
Fulton Oct. 30
The Happy Goodman Family,
well-known gospel singing
group from Madisonville, Ky.
will appear in the South Fulton High School Gym for a gospel singing program Thursday
night, October 30, beginning at
8 o'clock.
The program is being sponsored by the South Fulton
United Methodist Church and
proceeds will be channeled
into the Church building fund.
Tickets may be purchased in
advance or at the door. Tickets for adults are $1.50 each
and children under twelve yea rs of age.:0

MURRAY, Ky.—Murray State
University's newl y-chartered
Chapter of Phi Dee' Kappa, an
intenuitional volessimal fraternity for men in education,
will hold its first meeting of the
academic year Oct. 29 at the
Murray Holiday Inn.
Featured speaker at the 6:30
p.m. dinner meeting will be E
C. Stimbert, superintendent of
Memphis schools. Reservations
are $2 per person.
Stimbert is a member of the
executive council of the American Atm/claim of School Ad-

GROUND
ROUND

5

ouvriHnu —111r
ram

9

SIRLOIN

$118 $408

Stahr Says
Strip Mines
Are Threat

"Super
Right"

a threeday series of events culminating In the annual Home
coming Day festivities Nov. 1.
Ticket prices are $3 for re
served chair seats and $2 Sox
general admission bleacher
seats. Tickets are on sale at the
Watered(' Student Union Build
lag at Murray State and at several business places in Murray.
Mail orders may be addressee
to: Tom Shay, Ccnoert Chair.
man, Box 1014, Murray State
State University, Murray, Ky
42071. A check and a self-ad
dressed, stamped envelo pi
should be included with roAi
orders.

MURRAY, Ky.—Pat Paulsen,
the comedian who rose to nationwide prominence on the
"Smothers Brothers Comedy
Hour" television show, will be
at Murray State University Oct.
30.
He will headline a show at 8
p.m. in the fieldhouse which will
also feature Kenny Rogers and
the First Edition. Sponsored by
the Murray State student government, the show is the first ot

CENTER CUT
ROUND
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i Lb,. d Down

Small. Lean

Spare Ribs

Lb.69c

% Loin Sliced

Pork Chops

"Ulm
Right"

Lb.

I dp fi 1.,i

Cod Or Perch

2 Lb

694
99t

II Hee

Hamburger
BONELESS
BEEF ROAST SALE

RUMP • SIRLOIN TIP

Lb $109
-69t
Lb 58c
29t
69t

Bone In beef

Rib Steak

BOTTOM ROUND

Pork Chops
Sliced

Beef Liver
/ Sliced

Pork Liver
Super Right

Skinless Weiners

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., NOV. 1

ANANAS
NEW CROP!

FLORIDA ORANGES

— !ICS AI ,
WKS
--PLUS-GEORGE IOGER oRson
PEPPRIID STEVENS WELLES
d.who
NNE
"
OF CHROSai
SUN.. MON..TUES.
NOV.2-3-4

Admissions
Adults $1.1.5

FUL T(i%

Children Sic

172-1651

NOW
Thru
Saturday

JANE PARKER

APPLE PIE

holds thee

"Y

adred

Comedian Paulson
Will Appear At
Murray University

ministrations and is a candidate
for election as president-elect of
the organization.
Chartered in June as the
fourth chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa in Kentucky, the Murray
State chapter has about 90 members from Western Kentucky and
portions of four other states—
Tennessee. Illinois, Arkansas
and Missouri.
Pmervationg for Hie Oct, 19
meeting may be made before 10
cm, on that date by contacting
Dr. John Devine, School of Business. Murray State University
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ADULTS ONLY

SANDWICH
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ERNEST

W OFAM

BREAD

ROW Ri

HOLDEN BORGNINE RYAN O' llmRTEN
WES SANCHEZ JOHNSON

3/890

..4111.01N.

f) POWS WAWN (1RiLN
(
*

us! SAM Pi CKINP:,1 PHIL

DMAN

itaimestm•Prisuirmui

ANN PAGE

Nes.-SEVEN AM

ARISTOCRAT

TOMATO
SOUP

SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEE ONLY
Shows Saturday At 12:30 & 1:40 Sunday
Shows At 1 P. M. & 2:12 Only All Seats 75c

SALTINES
10 DL
CAN

,
l(),
Ann Rug.

Ketchup

9

Nullgy

rixtr
LEG,
IRIL

arty Girls
arty Boys

SAIL

Pet Rif

Pie Shells

111Cicatt
wrunr%

DETERGENT

Mass Lou

NUF•SED'
SEE It

JCans

Cut Yams

UN LOVERS EXCIHMENP OF THE MALE
AND FEMALE FOGEINERNESS!

ASP French Style

FM IA.him Mod Nip •FIIMAIRI W TUNIKB81

$1

Green Beans
SUNDAY Thru WEDNESDAY

S ft PI)

ing

YCLOPEDIA

Teri Towels
GOLDEN RISE
14 GAL. JUG

CLOROX
BLEACH

ROB HOPE.JACKIE GLEASON
JANE WYMAN
noow TO COMMIT MARRIAGE"
TECHNICOUX•

I

ILLUSTRATE

Jumbo 14,.11

THE TWO GIANTS
OF COMEDY,
SHOW YOU HOW TO
COMMIT MARRIAGE.

00

5 LB.
4 OZ
BOX

$100

Packages

owels

MIKA 2111

3

1",on Pelt

T
ADULTS
ONLY

•

WHITE OR BLUE

Margarine

CRC

i
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Fulton, Ky.

Meadows Country
TOP WINNERS— The annual Poplar with Mrs. Lois White
recently
• csub golf tournament was held champion. Those capturing
E emerging as the ladies toclub
right) Mrs. White; runner-,.^
trophies were (from left

Page 4
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Rebecca Luther; Consolation Flight winner, Evelyn Howard;
club pro, Kayo Mullen; First Flight win•-•er, Judy Cultra;
and First Flight runner-up Betty Ruchti.

PHOTOS COURTESY
UNION CITY
DAILY MESSENGER

LEADING GOLFERS— This group of players captured the top
honors in the recent club championship matches at Poplar
Meadows Country Club. Winners were (left to right) George
Rice, Club Champion; E.B. Tanner, runner-up' consolation flight winner and medalist. Bob Wyatt; club pro, Kayo

whiMull..; consolation runner-up. Barry While; second flight Colo
Eddie
ner, Houston Morgan; second flight runner-up,
WSWe
P.
James
Dr.
tra and, not pictured, first flight winner,
and first flight runner-up, Toin Reynolds.

1TWIN CITY FURNITURE COMPANY
FULTON, KY.

CORNER 4th & KENTUCKY AVES.

!VAtt

SPAINAkt.

DURING OUR

4
1
4
1
/
(
Unbelievable

a conOn November 4, the voters of this county will vote on
and
assessments
farmland
to
stitutional amendment which relates
Assessment
Farmland
the
as
known
generally
is
It
urban tax rates.
Amendment,and will be Amendment Number 1 on the ballot.
approve
We believe an informed electorate will overwhelmingly
as 28 other
footing
same
the
on
Kentucky
put
and
amendment
the
states which already have taken similar action.
you deWe hope the following information will be helpful as
cide how to vote on November 4:

CTOBER SALE !

4.0y
1
/
114,

Hurry! Ends Oct. 31st

Closeout Prices On RCA and Motorola Color and B&W Televisions

3 Pc. OAK BEDROOM SUITE

$199.95

Chest-on-chest, triple dresser

3.Pc. MAPLE BEDROOM SUITE _ _ _ $179.95
$4.95
MODERN TABLE LAMPS - each
$12.95 up
POLE LAMPS
$10.95 up
TREE LAMPS
_ $2.95 up
SCENIC PICTURES _ _ _ _

Here Are the Facts
The amendment was plac-ekei on
tne ballot by unanimous vote vl
your state legislators.
It will nrovide tor assessment
of farmland at its value for farmIng purposes.
It will allow lower tax rates fnr
areas annexed by cities when
those areas do not receive all
available city services.
It will serve to *reserve open
space for future recreational und
aesthetic purposes ni no =St to
the taxpayers.
It will help protect our wildlife
and natural resources.
It will protect individual property rights, a vital part of our
American freedom.

01.
Oft

5.

Naugahyde Cover

MODERN HIDE-A-BED

1

9 x 12;1411011W4 RUGS _
4- DRAWER' CHEST
Maple or Unfinished

$44.95
9 x 12 CARPETS, Several Colors
ARMSTRONG CUSHION VINYL, Sq. Yd. $1.98
$39.95
RECLINERS
$39.95
5- PIECE DINETTE
LARGE CEDAR CHEST WITH TRAY $49.95

_ $149.95

Large selection of metal wardrobes, kitchen gabinets, base cabinets, utility cabinets: all at reduced

Naugahyde Cover

EARLY AMERICAN HIDE-A-BED _ _ $162.95

prices.

1

Whirlpool
I

FREEZER
COMBINATION

$18995
Refr. System.

Chest Freezer

// 351 lks. free. food.
Porten maul Moder,
defrost Eme

$16995

Whirlpool

Whirlpool

5 CYCLE CLOTHES

3 CYCLE AUTOMATIC

DRYER

Dunavant Tractor Company

au*
Whirlpool I

DOUBLE DOOR REFR.

5 Year Warranty On Entire

Vote YES on Amendment Number
General Election, November 4

WASHER

8

69881

Martin Highway

H. R. Goulder Implement Co.

Specially Designed to
care for Permanent Press
Clothes

• Water Level Control
• 5 Water Temps
• Lint Fpter

Mayfield Highway

South Fulton Lime Company
Holmes Street
•

_ $4.49
$21.95

Corner Of 4th & Keniucky Avenues

Fulton, Ky.

lige 4

Fulton, Ky.
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Nunn Politicking
Hurts The Poor,
Hubbard Asserts

MAP"

South Fulton and
S Martin,Tenne • ,
. ., i

70c

L'

C

C

With OXYDOL Coupon in this ad.
Clip Coupon and Bring To LIBERTY
We Reserve The Right To Limit
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COFFEE
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CRACKERS

HARLAN, Ky
— Po- opposes t h e national 0E0,"
litical maneuvering by Gov. Hubbard said.
Louie B. Nunn "has caused Hubbard said, "Nunn would
thousands of Eastern Kentucky love to have control of federal
S. INSPECTED.
people to suffer," State Sen. anti-poverty money in Kentucky
Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield during the last two years of his
said here tonight.
COUPON
administration."
Speaking at a fund-raising din- "... Thereby, he could build
ner held annually by Harlan for himself a powerful political
County Democrats, Hubbard said machine throughout the comthe Middle Kentucky River area monwealth by distributing the
MISS LIBERTY OR
No. 2 1/2 CAN
—based at Jackson and servic- money and programs as would
ing the counties of Owsley, Lee, best benefit his control of KenSACRAMENT2
0N ARMOUR STAR
C
5
Wolfe and Breathitt — was with- tucky politics," said Hubbard.
out the federal programs and Hubbard, a frequent critic of
3
funds from the Office of Eco- Nunn, said:
nomic Opportunity for needy "It could be that Gov. Nunn's
FOLGERS
people from July 18 through political maneuvering will delay
SUGAR
AR CURED
Oct. 3 "due to Gov. Nunn's veto and possibly prevent any anti
of the funding of the council."
poverty leglislatIon from passing
Hubbard charged also that Congress this year.
LB. CAN
SLICED
LB.
Nunn, in letters mailed this "Have not the people of Eastmonth to members of Congress, ern Kentucky been innocent
urged them to delay action on pawns of the governor's ire
extension of the War on Proverty enough already?"
ALL r
oA
LNDS
until he has had a chance to
document information he is preparing on 0E0.
LB
The Nunn investigation Is aimCANS
ed at exposing alleged abuses of
the federal program, he said.
Gov. Nunn also has requested
time to appear before the House
i S11
Committee on Labor and EduSouth Central Bell Telephone
BPOSOTORN BUTTLB.
cation, the body handling anti- Co. does not expect a telephone
crisis in Kentucky similar to
poverty legllslation.
"Your outstanding represen- that in New York City, ?dike
tative, Carl Perkins, chairman Sermersheim, Louisville, diviof that committee," Hubbard sion commercial manager for
the company, told newspaper,
said.
He quoted Nimn as saying that television and radio representadreumstances had led to general tives Thursday night.
dionlitidactke with the 0E0 on The telephone company was
ALL VEGETABLE SHORTENING
FRESH SLICED
LB.59
lbe- part of national and local host to the media representa- KII/4114ratir/IVIP
SIAMIWAIPWarrAvIIIAVACIIPAPAPRIPWAIAMIIVAITMArarAr/IIIIKMAIIKII
tives at a dinner at Ken-Bar
governments.
/APIIIIICHicKEN PARTSrAnimr
V
"Gov. Nunn well knows that Inn.
his efforts to discredit the 0E0
Sennersheim said the flee
EAST
Lb. 59,,
have fallen on deaf ears among York crisis was due to failure
1THIGHS
many of Kentucky's members of planners to foresee the rapta
Lb. 59.
of the Haute and Senate," said growth of population and deU.
Lb. 59.
1
Hubbard. "Even President Nix- mand for increased telephone
on has asked that the 0E0 pro- service in the city. The busiINGS
Lb. 2•.
gram be continued for two more ness growth rate for the city
FRESH GROUND
BACKS & NECKS
had been forecast to be about 3
Lb 19c
years."
1
The senator who is serving AiS per cent a year but rose to more
%
Fresh
than 8 per cent.
first term added:
To help meet the situation,
"What Nunn wants Is that
the national Office of Economic the Bell company's 50,000 em- FAIRMIYAVAKOMPAVAI/MIKIIMPAPPAIOAKIWARIK
AMII/411W//411M/40/./IIII/Aralne/AIIIKAPIIKIRIAIIIWIIAIKIVAPArIII/M4KW
/A1/41/4v411
Opportunity be closed or that, ployes in New York City have
been
'coked
bf
woken
,
kettle*
,
'
-SHOW.
as an alternative, made just
/14/ OLD FASHION LG,
BOAT
14
1/2
Can
ENDS AND PIECES
a figurehead office and for fed- in from other states, including
eral programs and money to be 500 from Kentucky.
19
Personnel recruitment it a s
turned over to governors of the
LB. $1
50 states instead of local com- also been a factor in the New
WS
munity action programs," Hub- York situation, Sermersheim
Hh
i
llef
k °r
said. Many of the company's
bard said.
employes there have to be fluent
P
RICE
APPLIES
ONLY WITH THIS COUPON INBE
Hubbard said, "Gov. Nunn is
FRESH FROZEN
In Spanish as well as English.
REELFOOT SKINLESS
primarily interested in these
South Central Bell has 6,000
funds and projects being conemployes in Kentucky. The comtrolled in Kentucky by himpany has about 800,000 teleself."
phones in Kentucky, about one"It is interesting to note that
4
12-oz. Pkg
tenth of the number of phones
no other governor in any state
in New York City.

Bell Sees
No Crisis
In Kentucky
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elvers lb. 89c Gizzards lb. 39,

i PORK&BEANS 0 BOLOGNA 39t BACON 3
69
Pillsbury's Best FLOUllit
._. LBS. 491016 gis Chitterlings 5LB. $I FRANKS 90
EPIG FEET 29c Beef Liver 39
,,gmmnamirfai---imotrtnalow,ea
Tomato Juice 46 oz, Can 29c PIG EARS LB.39C NECK BONESi
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Choral Festival Is
Planned At Murray
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MURRAY, Ky.—More than 300 Boswell, Daryl Smith, Jack Feillingers, representing 66 high er, Karen Phillips, Gayle Watcbools in Kentucky, Missouri, kins, Janice Hooper, and Dean
sod Illinois, have been selected Lyles. The director is Mrs.
0 participate in the 21st annual Loretta Stackhouse.
• )uad-State Choral Festival NoHeath High School: Priscilla
/ember 3 at Murray State Uni- Locke, Terry Boulton, Mike
mrsity.
Janes, and Richard Vail. The
PI; The event will be the second director is Mrs. Beverly J. Bell.
In a series of three annual Quad- Lone Oak High School: Doris
:: State Music Festivals co-spon- Kesterson, Cherry Dunning,
sored annually by the Music De- Jeanne Taylor, Melissa Wilkins,
partment of Murray State Uni- Kathy Hunt, Ellen Price, David
versity and the First District Hughes, and Steve Anderson.
, Kentucky Music Educators As- The director is George Murphy.
St. Mary High School: Bunny
sociation.
The first, the Quad-State Crayne, Mary Ruth Bray, Bon7
String Festival, was held last nie Wallace, Andrea Carrico, Ceweek at Paducah Tilghman High cile Shultzman, Kevin Lally,
School, while the last, the Quad- Tim Corey, and Joe Stuart. The
State Band Festival, is sched- director is Bill Havel.
uled for December 8, also at Reidland High School: Mary
Ann Rogers, Bonnye Willoughthe University.
by, Glenda Hawkins, Vicki RufDr. Josiah Darnall, a profesfin, Karen McDaniel, Regina
sor of music at the University,
Holman, Jo Ann Powell, Johnie
is chairman of the Quad-State Guill,
Andy Hovekamp. The diMusic Festivals.
rector is John Chaffin.
The choral festival Nov. 3 will
include a full day of rehearsals,
recreation and a concert and
broadcast, set for 7 p.m. in the
University's Waterfield Student
Union Building. A luncheon for
the high school directors will be
held at the Holiday Inn.
'The chorus will be under the
Jackson Wholesale Jewelry
direction of Robert Barr, an (,1W.1) Wholesale Distributors,
associate professor of music at Inc. of Jackson, Tenn., Is in the
Process of leasing pronerty In
Murray State University.
T'he public is invited to the Union City on Reelfoot Avenue
and Fifth Street and will construct
concert. There is no admission a 14,000 square foot
building
charge.
here next summer.
Among the high school stuC.L. Jackson of the C.L.
dents selected to participate are *awe Motor Company said
the following from the Paducah today his company will occupy a
four-acre tract which sur.
area:
rounds the Campbell's Pure
Paducah Tilghman High Oil Station and fronts on both
School: Sara Alice Hail, Pame- Reelfoot Avenue and
Fifth
la htyre, Vicki Edwards, Marty Street.
The portion of the property
Miles, Ahead& Whiteside, Carol
fronting on Reelfoot la owned
Peary, Laurel Bryant, Terry by Mr.
Jackson, who will build
Soloman, Allen Lanham, Luther the 110 by 175 foot
structure for
Donaldson.
Ben the firs,
Ellis, Reggie
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White round top 2 14-oz. loaf 45c
White round top 20-oz. loaf 27c
Sandwich Loaf 24oz. Loaf 33c %

Party
% Crackers
Pkg.

Brown -Serve Rolls
pkg of 12

Fresh Standard 12-ozt
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Baking Quality
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ANTI-FREEZE GALLON CAN

TRADE WINDS BREADED

RED DELICIOUS

01

LB.
BA

CAPT. KIDD MARSHMALLOW

MORTON

FRESH

6/
1
2-oz. $

tit

CHARM LIQUID

Aft

PET RITZ

14 1/2-oz. pkg.

LB. 5°

TOKAY

LB.

,
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LIBERTY COUPON

OXYDOL

Save 70c

— 2 Large Boxes 8c

Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase. Excluding Dairy and Tobacco products. This Coupon Good at Liberty only
This Coupon Not Good After Nov. 4th
With

\•\•S.••\••

LIBERTY COUPON
100 —

TRADING STAMPS — 100

With Coupon and $5.00 purchase. Excluding Tobacco and Dairy products.
LIMIT ONE TO FAMILY
Void After Nov. 4. 1969

$10 Purchase required for both coupons.

LIBERTY COUPON

DOVE SOAP —2Reg. Bars _ _ 19c
WITH THIS COUPON
Without Coupon,2 for 39c
Save 20c
Good only at Liberty Supermarket
Void After Nov. 4. 1969
wocssicsocssims.
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Stafford-Oliphant Vows
Solemnized In Detroit
rULTON, Ky..
—Mrs. white trim. She wore matching
Mildred Browder Stafford of De- accessories.
troit, Mids., formerly of Fulton, Mrs. Reynolds also was
&sussed in navy.
bitterns the bride of William J.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliphant are in
Oliphant of Debnit on Oct. 111.
Fulton on their wedding trip and
The wedding ceremony was are guests at the Holiday Inn.
soiemnised in Detroit at one The groom is yardmaster of
the Detroit Terminal Railroad
o'clock In the afternoon.
In Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles ReynMrs. Oliphant is • native of
oids of Detroit, daughter and Fulton and is a
graduate of Fulson-In-law of the bride, were the ton High School. She was emonly attendants.
ployed for many years at the
The bride was attired in a Derby Restaurant before 1710Vnavy blue two-piece suit with ng to Detroit.

essimorel•••••••11•11reownelow,

Mrs. W hitnel
Gives Fulton
Club Program

FULTON, Ky.,
-The
Drama and Literature Department of the Fulton Woman's
FOR SALE: Industrial-size Club held its first meeting of
years
than
4
less
pump,
heat
the year Tuesday evening with a
old, good condition. Duct work potluck supper.
included. Less than half originThe tables were decorated
al cost. Southside Drug, Fulton. with an arrangement of dried
- flowers, sprays of greenery and
USED & NEW Spinet Pianos berries.
and Organs. Authorized BaldMrs. James Green, chairman,
win dealer. LONARDO PTANO presided
over the business sesCOMPANY Across from post
sion. She was assisted by Mrs.
office Paris, Tennessee.
Frark Moore, secretary, and
Do you want to learn the Mrs. J. P. McClay, treasurer.
TO One new member, Mrs. Charles
EASY
world - famous,
LEARN SPEEDWRITLNG Moon was welcomed. Mrs.
Shorthand? Enroll by Novem- Bertes Pigue, chairman of the
ber 1. No down_ payment on ways and means committee antuition required. Call 587-4911. nounced a bake sale to be held
Nov. 15 at both banks. She also
Bruce Business institute
announced that the club would
308 Poplar, Martin, TN.
continue to sell Kentucky placemats.
FOR SALE: SPINET PIANO
Mrs. Lawson Roper, program
Wanted, responsible party to leader, presented Mrs. C. W.
ake over low monthly pay- Whitnel who reviewed four plays
ments on a spinet piano. Can she attended while
in England.
be seen locally. Write Credit
She gave a review of "Fiddler
Manager, P. 0. Box 276, Shelon the Roof," "Mame," "Hadbyville, Indiana.
rian VII," and "Women Beware, Women."
,DRIVERS NEEDED
Hostesses for the evening were
Semi Tractor Trailors. Needed for this area. Experience Mesdames James Green, J. T.
helpful but not necessary, we Nanney, Frank Moore, J. P. Mcwill train you, you can earn Clay, Joe Mac Reed, and E. K.
over $3.90 per hour. After short Jones.
There were 24 members and
training - period. For application write Nationwide Systems one visitor, Mrs. Fred Patton,
Inc. Terminal Bldg. 404 Arling- present.
ton Ave. NashviBe, Tennessee
37210 or call 615-242-3439.
Slow And Gentle
It's the browning — long and
FOR RENT: Brick house,
lazy—that gives beef or lamb
five large rooms and bath, on
the rich color and flavor
Fulton-Union City Highway. stew
hurry. This
Call Union 885-0560 or Padu- men like. Don't
should take about 20 minutes.
cah 443-6851.

1969-70 HUNTING SEASONS
Species

Opening Date
Inclusive
Aug. 16, '69
Nov. 20, '69
Nov 20„ '69
Nov 20 '69
I, '69
Oct.
Dec. 1, '69
Nov. 12, '69

Squirrel.
Rutted greuee
Rabbits
Deer (Archery)
,
In all 120 counties - either aim
Deer (Qua) 95 counties
(visible •ntlisr or antbire)
Dear (Gsui) 3 counties - either sex
Raccoon & Opossum
Trainlaa Sews,9nly
Shake-Out Setsoaltnking by doe, only)
Taking season ffuebisersrel
Doves
Turkey gobblers -designated•rises
Turkey gobblers - LAIL
, archery
Ducks
Ducks - Ballard Mgt. Area
Ce•••
Geese - Ballard Mat. Area
, Quail

Closing Dat•
Inclusive
Oct. 31. '69
Dec. II, '69
Feb. 28, '70
Jan. 31, '70
Oct 31, '69
Dec. 31 '69
Nov. 16, '69

Nov. 12_,. '69
Feb. I, '69

Nov. 16, '69
Oct. 21, '69

Oct. 22,269
Nov 209
Sept. 1, '69
Dec. 1, '69
Apr. 25, '70
Oct. 18, '69
Dec. 20 '69
Nov 28, '69
Dec. 1 '69
Nov. 3, '69
Dec. I, '69
Nov. 26, '69

Nov.
Jan.
Oct
Dec.
May
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Doc.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

_

19, '69
11 '70
31, '69
9, '69
3,'70
8, '64
31 '69
21, '69
27 '69
11, '70
10, '70
11 '70

Fulton, Ky.

Daily Bag Limit

ion Limit

P

6
4
6

12
8
12

1

none may
be taken
no limit
no limit
36

I

1

4•
4.

8•
5•
5 ••
5 ••
20

c ••
5..
10

•

Bag limit of 4 may include not mote than 2 mallards, 2 wood ducks, I redhead or I canvasback; pc
limit of S may include not more than 4 mallards. 4 wood ducks or I canea•back or I redhead.

••

Bag limit and po

Elvis Presley
Is Booked In
Astrodome

Ion limit of 5 may include not more than 2 Canada. or Z whitefronted or 1 of each.

Congressmen Again Sweeten
Their Liberal Pension Pot
WASHINGTON
It is a part of the over-all Civ— Top
congressional pensions, increas- il Service retirement system for
ing nearly 3% times since the all federal employes which now
plan was born amid controversy has a $57 billion unfunded liabilin 1548, are being liberalized ity. The new measure contains
again but it probably won't additional financing designed to
bring a fresh uproar.
correct this.
A bill signed into law by PresThe great increase in pensions
ident Nixon this week contains a
has taken place because of the
aligns liberalltzation to enable
sharp rise in congressional salamembers with long service to ries
since the two are tied toget the maximum pension— gether.
S34,000 a year—after Just three
years at the 542,500 salary
The 1946 law fixed a congreswhich took effect early this sional salary of $12,500 and a
year. Formerly, it required five maximum pension of $10,000.
years at the top salary to get
The pension is equal to 2.5 per
-naximum Pension.
cent times years of service
The bill also increased the times the average annual salary
contribution a senator or repre- in the last three years.
sentative must make to particThe maximum payment is 80
pate in the plan from 7% to 8
per cent of salary which reper cent of his salary.
quired 32 years of service.
Thus he now pays $2,400 anThe representative or senator
nually which is matched by the must serve at
least five years to
government, a total contribution be eligible for a
pension. Norof $13,800 in his behalf.
mally, he can start getting pen-

Greek Regime
Kills Paragraph
In Textbook

ATHENS
— A paragraph in a new history textbook
sion payments at age 82. If he criticizing exiled King Constanhas served 30 years, he can be- tine was ordered deleted today
by the Greek military-controlled
gin at age 00.
regime.
Although congressmen don't
The king was described in the
expect an outcry from the penbook as "too young and inexpe
sion modification, some are still
deuced to cope wkh the politistinging from the reaction to
cal crises and constant governtheir salary increase front
ment collapses" that preceded
$30,000 to $42,500 per year. One
the military takeover, April 21,
senator received a shirt in the
1987. He was said also to have
mail—representing the shirt off
driven Greece to "the brink of
the back of his constituents.
disaster."

Open all day Sundays

1

Mon. thru Sat. 8 am -9 pm.

J

MAYFIELD PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER

At The "GIANT" You
GET THE SAVINGS!

K IL'B
roten8ix
$1 19

P

Lir
bbyis
rul

Fulton, Ky.
Dr. and

Mrs. Art Rudd
Estate

Household - Anticlines -Appli

Willie P. Taylor
(E xectrior)

Rubent Ainley
Auctioneer - 901422-3833
Licensed - Bonded in Ky. Tenn. No. 8,

89c
SIX PACK

41111MMImmk

$2"

Fulton's Only ConNenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE

HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY
45-51 BY-PASS

P.N HIRSCH & CO.

PRONE 472-1121

BOYS'
ALL WOOL

THE

JACKETS QUILT LINED-ZIP FRONT
ATTACHED HOOD
Tremendous savings on rugged,
warm ail wool, quilt lined jackets
with attached hood. Assorted Maids.
SIZES: 4-7

I
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One-Eleven 4th St.

CIGARETTES BEER

4

I

SAT. NOV. 1, 1969
1000 A. M.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A-WEEK 7 to 11

ion

Shooting hours for waterfowl, statewide, are one-half hour befor• sunrise until sunset. Shooting hours on the
Ballard Wildlife Mgt. Area are one-half hour before sunrise until 12 o'clock noon, Central Standard Time and
no
Sunday or Christmas Day shooting is permitted.

CANS

Bake Master
$149
25-LB. BAG
Pet Evaporated
TALL CAN
Show Boat
CAN

Akbil
EVERY BUY A KNOCK—OUT!
BEAUTIFUL HAND-SCREENED

APACHE

TABLECLOTHS

RING SCARF

•100% SPUN RAYON
• COMPLETELY
WAS

100% RAYON or 100% NYLON
DOUBLE BRASS RING
SwIngin. new fashion compliments most
any costume. Rayon or Nylon crepe In
solid colors end exciting prints.

POPULAR
SIZES

OUR
REG.

794

FANTASTIC BUY!
Colorful screen print tablecloths at fabulous low
prices. Huge selection of
colors, designs.
52
'
x 52'
$2 VALUE...

LADIES' BLACK OR WHITE BROCADE

1.77
43 VALUE...52' x 70'
34 VALUE...52' x 90'
2 33
44 VALUE...62' Round
2.33
354 VALUE... NAPKINS, Each 204

HOUSE SLIPPERS
LONG WEARING
P.V.C. SOLES
•
SIZES: 5-10
OUR REG. 1.88

WE FIGHT TO GIVE YOU BIGGER, BETTER VALUES!

a

Jack Sprat

Page

Public Sale

— EnMEMPHIS, Tenn.
tertainer Elvis Presley has been
booked into the Astrodorne in
Houston for a run of appearances from Feb. TT-March I, a
Memphis newspaper reported in
Friday editions.
The Memphis Commercial
Appeal, In an article by reporter
Jim Kingsley, said Presley will
make the Texas appearance after a return engagement of four
weeks at a Las Vegas hotel.
KIngsly, a friend of Presley,
said the entertainer will bed
Mom° for the Las Vegank

1

none may
be taken
no limit
no limit
18

Thursday, Oct. 30, 1969

LBS.

Miss Georgia 2 1/2 Can

PEACHES . . . 25c

GIANT TIDE box 69c

Diet - Rite

Pet Ritz

COLA 6-pak. carton 29c

PIE SHELLS pkg. 20c

CPO
SHIRTS
Mans SW,
S. M. L. XL
Boys Sizes
to 18

Garb Printed
Brrersible Nylon

CAR COATS
Sixes 3-8x. 7-14

$4.44

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

1k30- Sr Most.,Thar.
MO•Is Frt.,/3at.

at
56

Fl

Annual Lions, WPSD
Charity Telethon Set

Page

ale

The annual Lions Club-WPSD
Telethon for the benefit of the
West Kentucky Center for Handicapped Children, and centers
In three neighboring states, is
almost here again.
Tyler Bourne is chairman of
the 1969 effort which begins at
10 p.m. Nov. 15 and continues
until 1 p.m. Nov. 16.
Doug McClure, universally
known as "Trampas" starring

, 1969
St.
t Rudd

l's -A

lylor

dey

n-31133
In Ky..

0

ICER.S ELECTED—Mrs. George E. Wins (seated left)
dented governer et First District at Kentucky Federation
ensaahr Clubs at a meeting 'Thursday In Paducah. On
ipitt le Mrs. Oscar C. Sowards of Pikeville who Is state

3r
td

•

District Women's
Clubs Elect Officers
ce

Mrs. George E. Winn of Marion was elected governor at the
First District Kentucky Feder.
ation of Women's Clubs at the
66th mutual fall meeting at Irvin

Fulton, Ky.

Cobb Hotel in Paducan u.i Thurs.
day. Mrs. H. K. Stewart of Lone
Oak was elected the vice governor.
Mrs.. Joseph Page, past_ptesi-

Thursday, Oct. 30, 1969
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•

president. Standing left are Mrs. H. K. Stewart of Lone Oak
who was elected vice governor; Mrs. John W. Shipp of Owensboro, 3rd vice governor, and Mrs. Frank Abrams Jr., Owensboro, 4th vice president.
dent of KFWC, was the guest
speaker. Mrs. Page spoke on
-"Our Diamond Jubilee" as
KFWC is celebrating its Diamond Jubilee this club year.
Mrs. Oscar C. Sowards, president of Kentucky Federation,
was a special guest. Other state
officers attending were Mrs.
John W. Shipp, 3rd vice president, Mrs. Frank Abrams Jr.,
4th vice president, Mrs. B. H.
Green, state treasurer and Mrs.
C. C. Lowry, immediate past

president.

Mrs. I. A. Gilson, governor,
presided at a business meeting
with all clubs in First District

giving reports of their club work.
At noon, a special junior meeting was held with Mrs. Paul
Holland, junior director, presiding
Hostess clubs were La Center
Junior Woman's Club, Lone Oak
Junior Woman's Club, Paducah
Junior Woman's Club and Reidland-Farley J un i or Woman's

TYLER BOURNE
on the television show "The Virginian," heads a list of six wellknown stars in a major effort
to attain this year's goal of
$160,000 in contributions.
The funds will be pro-rated to
the Kentucky center and ceo-

AT THESE

10

7REY

ters in Southern Illinois, Missouri, and West Tennessee with
the help of other Lions Clubs
and social and civic groups in
the mid-continental area.
Diana Trask, who has brought
her own interpretation to Nashville country music from her
native Australia, will contribute
the talents for which she is remembered on the "Sing Along
With Mitch" show.
A popular singer of a different
type, Linda Bennett, will sing
selections from her many starring roles in musical productions and concert tours. She
regularly appears as guest artist on major television shows.
A native of Henderson, Louis
Marshall (Grandpa) Jones, will
join the telethon group. He is
a regular performer in the
"Grand Ole Opry" in Nashville,
Tenn.
Don Cross, owner and president of Radio Station WTCW,
CBS affiliate at Whltesburg, will
perform as a "pop" singer doing
country songs with "pop" arrangements.
The much-loved Dorothy Olson
Will be back again. She has
never missed a telethon here
and Is a friend to many of the
children at West Kentucky Center.
The Rev. E. A. Caldwell is
president of the Paducah LIM
Club. James Bunter is serving
as publicity chairman for the
show.
Last year's telethon brought in
$156,000. The goal was $150,000.
The Increase to $160,000 this
year is due to the greater needs
to be met and the higher cost
of providing for them, according
to Lions Club officials.

Recent Bride
Is Honored
At Breakfast

72-18111

Lii

Here Are Just A Few
siarwi
,
n

tie'Cars W0 Have
Slashed The Price On!
•

1969 CHEVY PICKUP TRUCK

1969 CHEVROLET IMPALA
Demonstrator — 4-door sedan, red
with black vinyl trim, V8, automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes, factory air,
white tires, tinted glass.

Long wide bed, olive green and
white, full custom with 350-Cuinch motor, turbo hydramatic,
radio, air, power steering, power
brakes, on and off road tires, upper and lower body side chrome
moulding; only 7200 miles.
SPECIAL SAVINGS

•

SPECIAL SAVINGS
•
1969 BUICK ELECTRA 225
Custom 4-door hardtop; blue with
a: •
black vinyl top and blue vinyl
trim; 10,000 miles and loaded with
:
t extras.
$4675.00

1967 BUICK LESABRE
4-door sedan, automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, faclory air, one owner,
new car trade in; we sold it new;
white with blue cloth trim.
$2675.00
•
1966 BUICK LESABRE

•

4-door sedan, blue and white, blue
trim, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes factory air.

1987 VOLKSWAGEN
Yactory air and radio, blue color.
$1375.00

$1675.00
•

111

WE NEED TO TRAD
TAYLOR CHEVROLET-BUICK
"SEE ONE IF TIESE SALESMEN" • • Mike Williams, Warren Tuck, Manus Williams,

Aubrey Taylor, Venn Spas and Dal Taylor

307 Ilighway

Phone 472-2416

itemeimimor The Bost Doak Are "TAYLOR MAIM"

Mrs. Bobby Caldwell of near
Fulton entertained with an attractively planned breakfast at
the Holiday Inn in Fulton Friday morning for Mrs. Mike Alexander, the former Miss Linda
Hawkins of near Rickman.
The honoree was presented
with a white carnation corsage
which she pinned at the shoulder
of her plum knit dress fashioned
with an elongated waistline, an
A-line skirt and long sleeves.
The dining table was overlaid
with a white linen cloth and
centered with an arrangement of
autumn flowers with a miniature
bridal pair.
A delicious breakfast of fruit
Juice, pan cakes, bacon and cotfee was served.
Invited guests, in addition to
the honoree, eere Mrs. W. I.
Hawkins, mother of the bride,
Miss Peggy Hawkins, her faster, Miss Nancy Parker, Mrs.
Billy Henry, all of Hickman,
Mrs. James Alexander, mother of
the bridegroom Mrs. Harold Pewett, Mrs. Billy Lawson, Mrs.
Billy Slaydon, Mrs. Joe Campbell, all of Fulton, and Mrs,
Pat O'Conner, aunt of the bridegroom, and miss Nancy o'Conner
of near Union City.
Mrs. Caldwell presented the
bride with a knife end fork in
her silver.

HealthCenter
Aided By UF
Since its inception in 1967, the
Northwest Tennessee Mental
Health Center has been providing
a wide variety of services to
both adults and children through
the four-county area of Obion,
Lake, Dyer, and Weakley.
The Center meets the needs
of outpatients of psychiatric hospitals as well as the needs of
those with various personal and
social problems.
The center, a member of the
Obion Count, united Fund, will
have its first full-time director
coaling Nov. 1st. The staff director will be Dr. Marion C.
Glasgow who Is corning from
Memphis.
Working with Dr. Glasgow will
be Dr. Milton Simmons who is
a psychologist and serves as
Chairman of Humanities at U714;
Mrs. Mary Burchard, who la in
psychiatric social work,and Mrs.
Dorothy Boulton, who is office
manager.
The Center offers outpatient
services in the form of medication, testing and examinations
for those who have been patients
in state psychiatric hospitals.
This bye of facility makes its
possible for outpatients to receive medication and professional services at a fraction of
-the-eeet it would involve if they
had to seek the same services
from a private physician.
In addition, many referrals are
made to the center by ministers
and family physicians of persons
suffering from depression or
other
sonalitt disorders,pen..
7le w h o seed Prefiletnionai
counseling, and from educators
who feel that school children may
need special testing toditermine
their learning capacities.

adi•

UNION
CITY
Business Review
Obion County General Hospital
at Nursing Home
BISHOP

PHONE 885-2410
UNION CITY,'TENN.

Nothing is more important to toe progress of any community than a modern hospital, such as Obion County
General Hospital A Nursing Home, presided over by k.,ose
who made a special study of the needs of the afflicted.
They serve those who are fortunate enough to make use
of their service with the best of care and medical attention.
The very finest of equipment, careful nursing and the
most able professional services are at your disposal,
when a patient of the °Non County General Hospital. They
feature general hospital service and are prepared to take
care of emergency cases.
Nurses are well trained, food is nourishing and is prepared under the supervision of trained dieticians. Patients
are assured of watchful care.
It is with pleasure, that we include the Obion County
General Hospital in our review of Union City, Term, area
and we wish to call youi attent,ion to the fine work done
by this institution.

KN ROOT BEER
PHONE 885-2495
REELFOOT AVE.
UNION CITY, 'TENN.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Doxey, Owners
K N Root Beer — Buy A Mug or A Jug
Delicious Fried Chicken - Shrimp or Oyster
Baskets - 16 Kinds of Tasty Sandwiches
Open 10 am. to 10 pm. Every Day
Located at Union City, at Reelfoot Ave., is KN Root
Beer that is upholding the tradition of a good root beer
drive-in.
This has been one of our favorites for some time. It is
operated by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Doxey.
owned and
Of course they specialize in delicious KN-Root Beer by
the mug or by the gallon, but many assorted sandwiches—
are also available and are favorites of the young crowd as
well as the older crowd.
This drive inn is equipped with the most modern and
sanitary facilities for the preparation and serving of good
food. There is plenty of parking space where you can enjoy
good food in your car. Carry-out orders can be prepared
and waiting for you to take home.
For a combination of good food and good service we
recommend the KN Root Beer located at Reelfoot Ave. in
Union City.

TINY'S DRIVE INN
FULTON HWAY.
PHONE 885-9992
UNION CITY, TENN.
Mrytle Forbus, New Owner — Pizza As You
Like It — Always delicious. Kansas City
Steaks — Fish — Chicken — Barbecue —
OPEN 8 a. m. to 2 a. m. Closed Mondays
For that special pizza, or for a meal that is satisfying

in every way, try Tiny's Drive Inn, on Fulton Hiway, in
Union City, Tenn.
They offer many varieties of genuine Italian Pizza, as
well as steaks, chicken and fish.
Give your wife a vacation from the kitchen, take home
several of these pizzas. When you are entertaining you
will make your guests happy by serving this delicious pizza.
The owner, Myrtle Forbus, selects the ingredients with
care and sees that this food is prepared under sanitary
conditions. You are served courteously and promptly.
On your next trip to Union City, stop in at Tiny's Drive
Inn for the finest pizza in this area. Orders are ready
In 15 minutes. The proof is in the taste or 'La Provae
Nel Gusto.' Prove to yourself that there is no finer pizza
In the Union City area.

Farmers Exchange Bank
PHONE 885-1600
227 SOUTH 1ST.
UNION CITY, TENN.
PHONE 246-2271
RIVES
"Trying Harder To Serve You Better"
Moving to new Building at 221 Harrison
Before End of Year
The Farmers Exchange Bank is a bank guided by local
officers, with a Board of Directors composed of business
leaders who are interested in the continued progress of
the Union City area.
The continued success and growth of the Farmers
Exchange Bank is contingent upon the continued growth
of the area it serves. Community problems are this bank's
problems. Residents of this area, as highly important
members of the community, are highly important to the
Farmers Exchange Bank.
The Farmers Exchange Bank is in a position to offer
complete banking service, make loans of many kinds, offer
financial advice based on many years of experience and
guarantee the safety of any funds entrusted to its care.
It is the aim of this bank never to grow so large that
the problems of their smallest or most recent depositor
will fail to seem important to them. They would rather
be known as the friendliest bank in this area than to be
known as the largest bank in Tennessee.

Bel-Aire Bowling Lanes
PHONE 885-3511
HWAY. 51 BY-PASS
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
GEORGE RICE. MGR.
Have you tried the Bel-Aire Bowling Lanes at Union
City, dedicated to bowling, sports results and an enjoyable
time? A very important establishment in any community
Is the one that can furnish relaxation and enjoyment and
the ability of the manager in placing his establishment
as a center for all the surrounding areas, and has made
many happy bowlers.
The many details maintained here for your convenience
and fun create an atmosphere that merits the reputation
they have earned. The reputation for fair and honest business
methods has won for Bel-Aire Bowling Lanes an ever
increasing patronage. The manager, George Rice, is to be
complimented upon the high standard of operation and upon
the high quality of his equipment which is much better than
average,
Bel-Aire Bowling Lanes on the Hiway 51 By-Pass is
attractively arranged for your convenience and the manager
insists at all times that the service be prompt and courteous.
Visit Bel-Aire Bowling Lanes for an evening of relaxation
and fun.
The manager extends a welcome to all.

Fulton, Ky.
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UNION CITY BUSINESS REVIEW
McAdoo Steel Structures
PHONE 885-3151
121 EAST MAIN
UNION CITY, TENN.
James McAdoo, Owner - Porter Keightley,
Associate - Butler Agri - Products - Butler The Lowest Cost Way To Build Well For
Farm and Business.
McAdoo Steel Structures are proud of the number of
farmers and businessmen in this area who are making
use of their services and products.
They are your authorized Butler Agri-Builder dealer
and are specialists in farmstead planning and better
building construction. The grain bins, feed tanks and other
farm buildings have established them as a leader in grain
drying and farm systems. If you like their services and
buildings they are happy to hear it. When you buy their
equipment, you also buy a share in knowledge and experience which they have gained in their years in the
business.
Butler Metal buildings are America's accepted answer
to a farm or business building. This company offers complete planning and construction service. The . McAdoo
Steel Structures are constantly improving their services
and products to help you become a better farmer. Go in
and get acquainted with a live-wire organization. They
have the systems and the services to plan and build for
farm and better business buildings.

.

SOUTHERN MUSIC INC.
Phone 885-9141
UNION CITY, TENN.
Also at 207 W. West, Paris, Tenn.
642-2931
Franchise Dealer for Hammond Organs—
Also Dealer for Wurlitzer Pianos & Organs—
Conn Organs—Pianos—Band Instruments-:Ludwig Drums—Fender—Gibson & Gretsch
Guitars
Bob Bryant - Pres.
Reelfoot Shopping Center

Southern Music, Inc. located at Reelfoot Shopping Center,
in Union City, or 207 West in Paris, is known as the
largest music center in Western Kentucky and Western
Tennessee. They have one of the largest selections of
instruments, accessories and a completely equipped repair
shop for repairing instruments. They alsooffer instructions
in all instruments by qualified teachers.
This store is dedicated to serving the needs of music
lovers and can show you a complete line of nationally known
makes of instruments, including a new shipment of Voice
of Music Stereos and Tape Recorders. You might like to
inquire about the rental plan on instruments, where the
rent can be applied to the purchase price when you decide
to buy. This is your complete music store and service is
a very important part of their operation. It will be to your
advantage to visit them at Union City or Paris, Tenn., or
to make use of their service and repairs. Any member of
their staff will be happy to help you. They are the only
franchise dealer in this area for Hammond Organs. What
could be nicer than an instrument for Xmas, for your home
or family.

Jiffy Gas & Car Wash
Phone 885-9913
102 West Jackson
UNION CITY, TENN.
MFA Products — Kenneth Fuzzell, Owner
Automatic and Self Service Car Wash —
Quality Gas At Low Prices.
The Self Service Car Wash is becoming a familiar
sight to the motorist. One that especially stands out is
Jiffy Gas and Car Wash located at 1st and Jackson in
Union City, Tenn. Owned and operated by Kenneth Fuzzell,
this has been a favorite since they have been in business.
A clean car rides better and looks better. You can save
by taking advantage of a self
yourself considerable
service auto wash. And what's more, you.can get it done
to your complete satisfaction. All major credit cards are
accepted. You get major quality gas at Jiffy Gas and
Car Wash at low prices.
You will find everything modern, all equipment is planned
and engineered to make your work completely automatic
and efficient. This is a modern service station, designed
for the modern way of life. Use it for more economy and
efficiency.

PHONE 885-5121
RAILROAD
UNION CITY. TENN.
PHONE 236-2138
W. HICKMAN
HICKMAN, KY.
Grain Dealer — Feeds — Fertilisers

PHONE 885-9531
204 SOUTH 1ST.
UNION CITY, TENN.
Knox Hats — Sewell. "Botany" 500 & Hart
Schaffner & Marx Cloihing

taken its place as a
The Robinson Grain Co., Inc. has
this area. They
leader in the agricultural progress of
grain, fertilizers, and
offer a complete service in feed,
Even the
nitrogen solutions, insecticides and herbicides.
wisely. This company
best of products need to be used
good
other
all
encourages the use of a soil test along with
practices for maximum yield and profit. The
farming
their experience
Robinson Grain Co. is equipped, because of
most profit on your
and background to help you make the
feed dollar.
fertilizer investment and your grain and
agricultural
Farmers and grain growers of our thriving
upon the services
areas have learned that they can depend
gives them the
of this company and that these products
Co. has made
most - for their money. Robinson Grain
and have geared
close study of the conditions in this area
demands. They
their services to suit these needs and
services to the farmer
are continually broadening their
areas they serve.
and have worked in the interests of the
phone. Call them
Their many services are as near as your
236-215$ in
at 885-5121 in Union City, Tenn. or call
will be furnished
Hickman, Ky. Estimates and information
gladly.

MOSER & JONES
Furniture Company
PHONE 885-9153
EAST MAIN ST.
UNION CITY, TENN.
In Business Since 1918 — National Known
Makers of Furniture and Appliances - BankAmeriCard Honored.
Moser and Jones Furniture Co. in Union City, Tenn., was
founded and has grown on the principle of high standards
of quality, customer satisfaction, and more value for your
money.
Many residents of Union City and surrounding area make
this store their headquarters when shopping for furniture
because they enjoy the pleasant, friendly service for which
Moser and Jones Furniture Co. is famous.
Every department in the store is well stocked with the
finest the market affords. All furniture is of the highest
quality and many famous brand names are featured. You
will find that many of your shopping needs in furniture
or appliances can be filled here economically.
Throughout the entire store you will recieve the same
friendly and courteous attention. Be a wise shopper and make
Moser and Jones Furniture Co. your headquarters when in
Union City. They are located at East Main St. You will
be pleased with the every-day moderated prices and the
high quality furniture.

=ON CITY BAKERY
203 WASHINGTON AVE.PHONE 885-0821
UNION CITY, TENN.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barnes, Owners - Open
6 am. to 6 pm. Mon. thru Sat. - Salt Free
Bread A Specialty - Wedding, Party, Birthday Cakes - Pastries - Donuts.
Union City Bakery located at 209 Washington is well
known is this vicinity as the home of delicious pastries.
These pastries that please, have graced many party tables
in the Union City area. They specialize in special orders
covering wedding, birthday and party cakes.
A well known manufacturer's slogan, "Quality of products is essential to continuing success," might aptly
be applied to Union City Bakery. Their business has
grown steadily and their quality has been continously
maintained.
They are proud of their reputation as one of the foremost bakeries in this area and they are equally proud
of the loyal patrons who return again and again, yet they
are always anxious to acquaint new customers with their
high quality bakery goods.
They would be happy to have the opportunity to help you
with that party or celebration with a party cake. Just stop
by or call them at 885-0821 and give them the order. They
will take care of the details. They are qualified to do so.

MIDWAY SALVAGE CO.

PHONE 885-1332
DEPOT
UNION CITY, TENN.
Bob Terrell. Owner & Operator

PHONE 885-3201
MARTIN HWAY.
UNION CITY, TENN.
MERLIN & MONTELLE LYELL, OWNERS
Specializing In Transmission Repairs & Parts
WE BUY LATE MODEL WRECKS

Gray's 66 Service Center
PHONE 885-1881
REELFOOT AV.
UNION CITY, TENN.
LIONNELL GRAY, OWNER
Open 6 a. m. TO 9 p. m — 7 Days
Radiator Repairs - Mechanical Work
Brake Service
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Kirkland's Klothing Co.

Terrell IGA Foodliner
Every community has an outstanding grocery store where
the wise housewife can realize tremendous savings on food
for her family. In Union City, Tenn., the thrifty shopper
goes to Terrell IGA Foodliner located at Depot. The
shelves are filled with a variety of high quality food
products that will make menu planning a pleasure.
The owner, Bob Terrell, selects the very best that
and
the market affords in choice meats, fresh fruits
vegetables and high quality canned goods. You can do your
shopping with the utmost confidence, knowing that your
dollar will stretch more at Terrell IGA Foodliner.
You will find low, low prices all through the store every
day in the week. So no matter how you look at it, shopping
in Terrell IGA Foodliner will give you quality, variety
and economy. Do as many of your neighbors do about their
grocery needs - visit this store in Union City, Term.
Before you leave the store, check your list to see if you
have forgotten anything. Remember it will cost you more,
elsewhere.

.

Robinson Grain Co. Inc.

Have you ever driven out of your way to get gas at a
service station whose friendly attendants have impressed
you with their courteous attention on a previous visit?
lots of folks in the Union City, Tenn. area have been
driving a few extra blocks to visit Gray's 66 Service
Center.
Gray's 66 Service Center long ago came tothe realization
that the word "Service" in Service Station Means exart!) what it says and it's the type of "Service" rendered
which distinguishes one service station from another.
I ionnell Gray, the owner, knows that their products are
just as good if not a little better than any other gas or tire
on the market. Realizing this basic fact of their business,
they decided their main stock in trade was "Service"
with a Capital "S" and they have successfully devoted
their efforts to providing this service.
Stop by the next time you're inthe neighborhood of Gray's
66 Service Center, and see what we mean by Super Service-when shopping in Union City, Tenn., stop in.

Midway Salvage Co. buys all kinds of wrecked cars and
Pays top prices. They offer prompt service and top prices.
Here you can find the part you need for any make of auto.
truck, tractor or farm implement and they are equipped
to install what they sell. They specialize in one of the
largest and most complete stock of late model parts and
all at moderate prices. They are a member of a Coast
to Coast telephone hook-up and they have direct Imes to
many points to secure the part you need.
You will find dealing with this company a real pleasure
because prices are honest. Quality and service has been
the motto of this outstanding company and the proprietor
wants to keep the reputation he has as: "The place where
the price Is right."
They specialize in transmission
wi rk and repairs & offer 24 hr. wrecker service. They
are buyers of bronze, copper, brass & batteries.
Midway Auto Parts & Salvage Co. deals in new and used
parts wholesale. Stop in and visit with him anytime you
are in Union City.

DILDAY & WADE INC.
HWAY.51 SOUTH
PHONE 885-9501
UNION CITY, TENN.
John Deere Farm Equipment Sales & Service
For years John Deere farm implements have been a
recognized leader in farm machinery and implements. The
name of John Deere has stood for quality machinery and
this machinery has always given satisfaction.
The line is ably represented in this area by Dilday &
Wade, Inc., which is one of the country's most modern farm
stores.
Agriculture has always been the most important industry
In this community, and this company is proud that it has
had a part of promoting the interests of its farmer friends.
The owner and manager is building his business on service,
and expects to continue along this line.
Dilday & Wade, Inc. has spent a great deal of time and
money to provide a complete Parts Department and this
saves time that would be required in sending to the factory
for parts. Their Service and Repair Department is in charge
of men thoroughly trained for this work.
When you want new farming implements or service an
your present implements, or just parts, always remember
Dilday & Wade, Inc., at Union City.

Kirkland Klothing Co. is known as one of this area's
finest stores for men. Conveniently located at 204 South 1st
in Union City, Tenn., this store features many famous brand
names of clothing and furnishings.
This prominent store takes pride in being able to economically clothe the men and young men of Union City, Tenn.
and the surrounding area. The sales personnel at this store
will help you in making your selections and will have many
helpful suggestions. They handle only reliab.e and quality
merchandise and offer a personal service that makes it a
pleasure to deal with them.
Kirkland's Klothing Co. is one of the most complete we
have seen. Why not do as so many of your neighbors do
about the clothing needs of the men in their families, send
them to Kirkland's Klothing Co. Any member of their sales
staff will be happy to serve you.

Union City Paving Co.
L. W. London, Paving Contractor
PHONE 885-0911
MARTIN HWAY.
UNION CITY, TENN.
Night Phone 885-5940
Union City Paying Co. have been specialists in asphalt
paving and highway construction. They are also equipped
to do a complete job in driveways, streets and playgrounds.
Their professional engineering background assures you
of a job well done. Thalr services and equipment are geared
for all types of large contracts as well as smaller jobs.
They take great pride in the part they have played in our
industrial progress and they look forward to many more
years growing and serving the Tennessee area.
We are happy to include them in our Business and Industrial Review as a major contributor to the industrial
and economic well-being of our community. As members
of the commini!ty, they are pledged to offer sk.11, responsibility and integrity.

LOEB'S TASTY BAR-B-0
Phone 885-9924
1421 East Reelfoot Av.
UNION CITY,TENN.
Phone 587-9984
300 University St.
MARTIN,TENN.
Ken Kirkland, Owner
The modern driving public is familiar with the welcome
sight of a Loeb's tasty barbeque.
Some especially stand out and two of the favorites are
Loeb's in Martin and Loeb's in Union City.
These stores are very attractive and the service is the
very bes. You may select many different sandwiches,
including Loeb's tasty barbeque. All of their food is made
of the finest ingredients, and is fresh and delicious at
all times.
Loeb's has been a favorite of many who reside in and
around Union City and Martin. You will be served by
efficient and courteous attendants who consider it a pleasure
to serve you.
So for a delightful combination of a really good Bar-B-Q,
with a refreshing drink and many specials we suggest that
you stop in next time you are in the vicinity of 1421 E. Reelfoot in Union City or 900 University St., in Martin, for
the finest in Bar-B-Q, and try the speciality.

Hanafee Brothers Sawmill Co.
PHONE 932-3336
RIVES - TROY RD.
TROY, TENN.
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber
Buyers of Logs & Standing Timber
twoHanafee Brothers Sawmill, Co. serves the public in a
top.
fold capacity. They pay the producer and the farmer
their
prices for their logs and trees and also produce in
other
mill high quality lumber that can be turned into
channels of production and shipped throughout the country.,
of
To those who are not familiar with the policies
out
Hanalee Brothers Sawmill, Co. we would like to point
production
that for many years they have encouraged the
effort,
and marketing of trees and timber, and through this
this area.
have added in no small way to the industry of
support.
loyal
This is local industry and deserves your
be to your adIf you have logs or trees for sale, it will
brings
vantage to get their prices first. This company
extenthousands of dollars into this area through their
through their
sive buying and manufacturing. It has been
gained the
fair and honest business methods that they have
position they occupy to our industrial area.

Williams Sausage Co.
PHONE 885-5841
CRYSTAL RD.
UNION CITY,TENN.
Harold Williams, Owner — Ask At Your
Favorite Store For This Favorite Sausage

Williams Sausage Co. has taken its place as a leader
We are
in industry and progress of the area it serves.
Term.
proud to include them in our Review of Union City,
Their years of experience, coupled with the practical
consumer, has
knowledge of the needs of the retailer and
won for them recognition from all the community.
Managed by men who consider it their function to supply
these needs in meat to these outlets.
and
They are staffed with the personnel that is efficient
are in a position
they
familiar with the sausage business and
to give you expert advice and service.
deserves
This is a home -owned operation and certainly
interest at heart
your loyal support. They have the town's
West Tennessee
and have contributed much to the growth of
and West Kentucky.

MOORE FRUIT CO.
PHONE 885-0431
1118 SOUTH 1ST.
SERVING A 50 MILE RADIUS
Mrs. Joe Moore, Owner — B. L. Puckett. Jr.,
Mgr. — Wholesale Produce
Moore Fruit Co. has taken its place as a leader in
industry and progress of the area it serves. We are proud
to include them in our Business Review of Union City.
Their years of experience, coupled with the practical
knowledge of the needs of the retailer, has won for them
recognition from all the community.
Managed by men who consider it their function to supply
these needs in wholesale produce to these outlets, they
personnel that is efficient and
with the
are staffed
familiar with the wholesale produce business and they are
in a position to give you expert advice and service.
This is a home-owned operation and certainly deserves
your loyal support. They have the town's interest at heart
and have contributed much to the growth of Union City.

Storey Sawmill
& Lumber Co. Inc.
PHONE 932-3345
RIVES - TROY RD.
TROY, TENN.
& Gerald Storey, Owners & Operators
We Buy All Species of Hardwoods - South
Central Area. Logs 8t Lumber - Out-Of-State
Inquiries Invited

Sint
Seri

the
Storey Sawmill & Lumber Co., Inc. pays the top pf
and
market for logs and timber. Get in touch with them
take advantage of their service and prices.
it is
To aid in the building of any city or community
city
necessary that the various business concerns of that
section
provide adequate outlet for the products of the
the
in
affected. Diversified farming plays a great part
boosted
prosperity of an community and this company has
Here is a
and aided the farmer in every way possible.
timber
market where the producers may dispose of logs and
to the
to the best advantage which means a real service
the
whole community. Top market prices are paid and
producer gets more than if he shipped elsewhere.
will
Our readers who have logs and timber to dispose of
do well to get in touch with Storey Sawmill & Lumber
Co., Inc. and take advantage of their service.
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Harton's Sewing & Vacuum
Center
PHONE 885-1890
615 PERKINS
UNION CITY. TENN.
White Sewing Machines Sales & Service
Your Hoover Authorized Sales & Service
Over 25 Years Experience — Service Anywhere - Anytime — "We Take Trade-Ins"
Harton's Sewing & Vacuum Center has the sales and
service for the world's most modern sewing machines,
the White, and also is your authorized Hoover Vacuum
dealer.
This company stands back of the guarantee on these
machines with expert service and repair. They also carry
a large stock of supplies and parts for every machine.
Be a smart shopper. Don't judge a sewing machine by
prepared samples. See these machines in operation at
615 Perkins in Union City, Term.
Let them show you what these ultra modern machines
will do. It's simply amazing. Why not give one for a
wedding or Xmas gift or for any occasion. In a few minutes
the modern housewife can accomplish wonders with the
White Sewing machines.
Arrange for a demonstration. Phone Harton's Sewing
& Vacuum Center in Union City, Tenn. And don't forget
the excellent service they give on repairs and replacements for any make of sewing machine or vacuum sweeper.

C & M COMPANY
PHONE 932-3985
WESTBROOK
TROY. TENN.
Excavating - Septic Tanks — Water & Sewer
Lines — Plumbing — Serving Obion &
Surrounding Counties. Contact Sid Chappell
C & M Company is known as one of the leading excavating contractors in the West Tennessee area, and have
been called upon by numerous contractors and builders to
perform this very essential work for them.
Attention to details and adherence to specifications have
been the qualities which have largely contributed to the
success of this company. This firm is under the capable
management of men who are thoroughly familiar with all
the phases of the business, and only competent personnel
is employed.
Estimates of cost, when asked for, can be relied upon.
They handle all types of excavating work and any kind of
septic tank & field line installation and no job is too large
or too small.
For reliable work at a cost reasonable for the type of
service performed, we recommend the services of C &
Company in Troy, Tenn.
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Blue Bird Service Station
1205 EAST MAIN
PHONE 885-9853
UNION CITY, TENN.
Chester Gargus, operator — Citgo — Open
24 hours — BankAmericard honored :54
MECHANIC ON DUTY
Blue Bird Service Station in Union City, Tenn., operates
its station under the nationally known products of Citgo.
This station is fully equipped with all modern facilities
which enables them to give you the very best of service •
at all times. We all
know that there is none finer than
Cite° Products. All stations are known the nation over
for courteous attendants, clean rest rooms, efficient service and quality products. Mr. Chester Gargus upholds
this tradition of friendly service.
They are always at your service with the best in gasoline
and oil. This gas and oil is produced with the motorist
in mind. This station is equipped to give you the best
in tires and tire service, specializing in road service.
This friendly service is extended to all customers large
or small. No matter what service you desire, you get the
same attention. Your oil, water and tire pressure are .
always checked, and your windshield is wiped.
Drop by and pay them a visit when shopping in Union City. .
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Finch & Finch Well Drilling
& Plumbing Service
HWAY. 21 W.
PHONE 538-2137
HORNBEAK, TENN.
George and Loyd Finch - Over 20 Yrs. Experience - Complete Well Drilling Services Plumbing. Septic Tanks - Back Hoe - Com.mander Pumps & Water Systems.
It is more important than ever today,
in the face of water
shortages, to know that when you want the
services of a well
driller, you are getting one who guarantees
his services.
Finch & Finch Well Drilling & Phynbing
Service, in Horn..
beakare contractors whose guarantee really
means something and they intend giving efficient
service by continuing
to offer the highest type of work in
all types of well drilling, plumbing, pump and water
systems.
Equipped with the very latest in well
drilling equipment, 'backed by the services of
experienced well drillers, Finch
& Finch, are proud of their
organisation and they have
reason to be. This efficient service and
modern equipment,
along with the courteous
and friendly attitude of all
associated with the company, accounts for the
long list of
satisfied customers.
We wish to suggest to our readers that when in
need of
the services of a good well driller, you phone
538-2137.
Information and estimates are gladly tarnished,
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Union City Biltmore
Restaurant & Lounge
!WAY.51 BY-PASS
PHONE 885-3091
UNION CITY, TENN.
, MRS. HILDA GUNTHER, MGR.
Smorgasbord on Sunday — Chinese Food
Served Evenings Only — Banquets & Parties
A Specialty — Wonderful Food —
Excellent Service
Dining Out will be an adventure for the entire family when
you visit the Union City Biltmore Restaurant and Lounge at
the intersection of US 51-45W in Union City, Tenn. Meals
here are tastefully prepared under sanitary conditions, with
a variety of foods for the whole family. If you and your
family are budget minded, you will find the prices are
consistent with the quality of food.
Give your wife a vacation from the kitchen. Make
dining at the Union City Biltmore Restaurant and Lounge
a habit at least one time a week. You will find this ph.
has the features of happy, pleasant eating. The food is good
and the service is excellent.
The manager, Mrs. Hilda Gunther, is proud of the reputation they have established and invites you and your friends
to come often.
They have the facilities for large of small groups for
parties, or banquets. Phone for reservations early. The food
is wonderful, service is excellent and all in a pleasant
quiet atmosphere.

Pleasant Valley Drug Co.
Phone 885-2711
1229 South Russell
UNION CITY, TENN.
CHAS. C. BUTLER, OWNER
A good drug store grows on the principle of high standard
and quality, customer satisfaction and more value for your
money. One that especailly stands out is Pleasant Valley
Drug Co. located in Union City, Tenn.
Many residents of this area make this drug store their
many lines, when shopping. Pleasant
headquarters for
Valley Drug Co. carries a complete line of fresh drug
stock and many values in related items that are a main
part of their business.
This store offers the professional services of a trained
Pharmacist and trained sales people to assist you with your
needs and to give prompt service to your needs and
prescriptions.
This Drug Store is homeowned and operated by Charles
C. Butler who, as a local business man takes an active
Interest in the community he serves.

JO-MAR INTERIORS
415 SOUTH 2nd
PHONE 885-5522
UNION CITY, TENN.
Marcus McCoy - Owner - Carpet Specialists
Featuring Leading Brands — Terms To Suit
Your Needs — Sales — Service—Installation
When you inake an investment in carpeting, you want
a leading-4mnd- Trarne, an lealperViir tibeasdritig,Pudeisgc.
and it/Stalling and you want this service backed by experience. For one of the most versatile selections in West
Tennessee or West Kentucky, for immediate installation
and terms to suit your needs, we would like to suggest
Jo-Mar Interiors at 415 South 2nd, in Union City, Tenn.
They are known as Union City's "Exclusive" Carpet
service. This
service is available for residential and
commercial customers. They know carpets and you will
find it pays to deal with experts.
For the most comprehensive grouping of style and color
from leading carpet mills, for genuine quality in carpeting
that is fashion right for your home or business, call 885-5522
in Union City, Tenn, Mr. Marcus McCoy and his associates
will be happy to help you with your carpeting and your
decorating problems. See the actual carpeting that will
be installed in your home. They have over 200 rolls in
stock for immediate installation. Their volume enables
them to sell quality carpeting at lower prices....Attention
Call
homeowners, motels, churches, theatres, shops
Jo-Mar Interiors in Union City, Tenn. You'll be glad you did.

:BOB'S TRIM SHOP
PHONE 885-2105
11.1118OUTH 5TH
UNION CITY, TENN.
BOB BLACKLEY, OWNER
Auto Seat Covers, Truck Cushions, Furniture
Upholstering. Landau Vinyl Top Work
This progressive shop has won a wide reputation in Union
City and the surrounding area through their expert workmanship on the interior of cars and furniture upholstering.
They offer the very best of service on custom made seat
covers, car and truck cushions and auto upholstery or
furniture of the highest type. So, if your car is in for a
face-lifting, Bob's Trim Shop is the place to take it for
the best job.
This shop is equipped with the necessary machinery,
(Way materials and the "know-how" for executing this
work in a reliable manner. Their services are prompt
and their prices are within the reach of all.
You are offered a wide selection in seat covers at this
clear plastics. They can make
shop, including the new
Your car look like new, with new interiors or a new top
for your convertible.
Phone them at 885-2105 in Union City, or drop in for
an estimate on your work.
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KING & MORRIS
Farm Machinery

538-2137

PHONE 885-0867
REELFOOT DR.
UNION CITY,'TENN.
Massey - Ferauson Sales-Service & Par+s
Lamar King & Charlie Morris Associated with
Shorty Owens
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It is generally conceded that no segment of our population
has more beneficially used mechanical assistance than has
the farmer.
King & Morris Farm Machinery is proud of the number
of farmers in this area who are using Mo..ssey-Ferguson
equipment. It is their constant aim to justify this confidence by ever improving their implements and broadening
their service to the farmer.
King 8, Morris Farm Machinery, is always at the disposal of the farmers in this area. Your problems are their
business. If you like their line of farm equipment, the are
happy to hear about it. If you have any complaints they
Want to know about them and remedy them. They are a
service institution for the farmer. When you buy their
equipment, you also buy a share in the knowledge and
experience which they have gained in their years in
King 8, Morris Farm
touch with
Keep in
business.
Machinery in Union City, Tenn, and keep abreast of the
new developments in mechanical farming which will help
to improve your yield and income.

United Monument Works

THE PIT

SHAINBERG'S

2 Mi. S. of Reelfoot Shopping Center
On Hway.45 W. South
Phone 246-2121
UNION CITY, TENN.
McCutchen's Monuments—Markers - Mausoleums. Buy Direct & Save Agents or Middle
Man's Commissions — One of West Tenn.
Oldest & Largest

1106 SOUTH lit
PHONE 885-2148
UNION CITY, TENN.
E. E. Bishop, Owner — Barbecue - Short
Orders. Sandwiches.
Open 10 a. m. to 10 p. m. Daily

South 1st St. Extended
Phone 885-5711
UNION CITY, TENN.
ROBERT WOOD, MGR.
"Values for your family and home"

When you are facgd with the problem of selecting a
monument or marker you will be wise to visit United
Monument Works. They will courteously help you in selecting
memorials of quality, embodying both durability and good
appearance. You can buy direct and save the salesman or
middle-man's commission.
Here you will find a large selection of finished work
ready. to be lettered or you may submit designs and they
will make up your work for you. This company carries
a wide and varied stock on hand at all times, including
bronze markers. The shop is well equipped with the
necessary tools and facilities for creating work of rare
beauty and at prices you can afford to pay. They have
a reputation for service and reliability and have been
serving West Tennessee and surrounding areas with satisfactory and understanding work for many years.
Phone them at 246-2121, or drop them a line at Union
City,

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Service Stores
626 PERKINS
PHONE 885-1731
UNION CITY, TENN,
Hoyt Sampson, Mgr. — G. E. Appliances
Goodyear Service Stores were founded and have grown
on the theory of customer satisfaction, service to industry,
farmers, businessmen and car owners. We are served in
this area by a Goodyear Service Store located in Union
City and managed by Hoyt Sampson.
This service includes brake service, wheel alignment
and balancing, as well as the many other services we have
come to expect from our Goodyear Service Stores. More
people ride on Goodyear tires than any other kind. Let the
Goodyear dealer in Union City, be your tire service headquarters. For home or the farm, for work or play, you can't
go wrong with Goodyear tires and Goodyear service.
However, the Goodyear ServiceStore in Union City, does
not confine itself to motorists': stervice needs. They have
a variety of electrical appliances and other household
and farm needs, toys and wheel goods that will make
a trip to their store worthwhile.
They are the franchised dealer for General Electric
major appliances, as well as a fine selection of smaller
appliances.
Visit your Goodyear Service Store and take advantage of
their many fine services and merchandise. They will be
happy to serve you.

Montgomery Homes Inc.
Phone 885-5581
2087 East Reelfoot Av.
TENN.
CITY,.
UNION
•
BILLIE BURCH, NEW MGR.
— NEW HOURS —
Open Monday thru Saturday 9 am. to 7 pm.
Sundays 1 pm. to 6 pm.
Whether your family numbers two, four, six or eight
Montgomery Homes, Inc. has the size Mobile Home you
need and every one is fully equipped and completely and
tastefully furnished.
Visit their show lot at 2087 E. Reelfoot Ave, in Union
City, Term. Take a look at the trim, compact kitchen and
bath, the long, comfortable living room. See their complete
line of trailer accessories and parts.
A Mobile Home is a real home on wheels, a bright
home where you live better on less, and what is more
important--you live where you please.
The Montgomery Home is a famous make of trailers-a fine selection at various price ranges. See their fine
selections today. Easy terms available.
You can expect and get the best when you deal with
Montgomery Homes, Inc. Drop by and look over these
beautiful trailers, You won't be able to resist one. Check
with us before you buy!

WOODY'S STOCK YARDS
OLD HWAY.51
PHONE 932-3558
TROY,TENN.
Bob Woody, Dealer & Raiser of Charolais &
Charolais—Crosses - Champion Bulls.
Charolais - The kind of cattle for more beef
Throughout the many years that Woody's Stock Yards
has been doing business, they have always been most fair
and honest in their livestock dealings and offered the
farmers and stock raiser a valuable market for purchasing and selling livestock. This company is constantly
concerned with their farmer customer's welfare and they
are proud of the service they are able to offer in the selling
and buying of livestock, and as breeders and dealers in
Charolais Cattle. If you are in the beef business to make
money, it will pay you to get more information from Bob
Woody on The Popular Charolais. They produce more beef
that feeders and packers look for.
Farmers always know they can rely on the services they
offer, and know that prices are honest. The farm and the
farmer are the livestock industry and Woody's Stock Yards
strives to keep that foundation strong, not only from the
standpoint of price but also they save the farmer considerable time in the buying and selling of his livestock.
For personal attention to your livestock buying and
selling we suggest you take advantage of this service in Troy,
Tenn,

HUEY BROTHERS
Lumber Company, Inc.
TROY RD.

PHONE 634-3341
TROY, TENN.
Branch Mill At Halls, Tenn - At Old Air Base
James, Dee and Harold Huey, Owners—
Manufacturers of Central Hardware—Bandsawn Lumber — Rough and Surfaced Lbr.
Buyers of Standing Timber and Logs.
Huey Brothers Lumber Co., Inc., has taken its place as
a leader in industry and progress of Tennessee and Kentucky,
We are proud to include them in our Business Review of
the Union City area.
Their years of experience, coupled with their practical
knowledge of the lumber business has won for them
recognition from all the community.
They have contributed much tothe industrial, commercial
and agricultural development of this area and the surrounding
areas.
They have their town's interest at heart and have contributed much to the growth of our area. If you have trees
or standing timber to sell, call them.

From experience we have learned that The Pit in Union
City, Tenn., serves the finest in barbecue, short orders
and sandwiches of all kinds. Their foods are selected
with care and they are wonderfully prepared and served.
The Owner, E. E Bishop, strives at all times to see
that only the best is served the patrons. Service is prompt
and courteous. The atmosphere is friendly and they cater
to discriminating folks, who want the best. It is traditional
to meet your friends at The Pit for a good sandwich or
barbecue. The pleasant surroundings and friendly smiles
make it a meal to remember.
So for the very best in delicious food and refreshing
drinks, we recommend The Pit. The owner is a genial host
and will see personally to your comfort and pleasure.

TAYLOR AVIATION
EVERETT - STEWART AIRPORT
4 Miles East On Hway. 22 Phone 885-5601
UNION CITY, TENN.
Cessna Sales. Service - Parts. FFA Approved
operation - J. D. Taylor, Owner. Aircraft
Major Repair - Overhaul - Aircraft Rentals Charter Ambulance - Taxi - Student Instructions.
Learn to fly-It's fun and can prove to be profitable to
the business man. Less travel time means more work
time. Taylor Aviation at Union City offers 24 hour air
taxi service and they can fly you anywhere.
Every thriving community is served by an efficient air
service. Union City is no exception. The Taylor Aviation
is known as
one of this area's finest executive transportation services. With government approved pilots and
equipment, they offer, among the other services, charter service, plane
rental, ambulance
service, and flying instructions.
All pilots are experienced, all flights are insured for
your protection.
It will be worth your while to investigate these modern
air services right at your door. In many instances you will
find you can save time and money by taking advantage of
them. Phone 885-5601 for information. It's fun to fly.Try it.

HILL'S RESTAURANT
422 WEST MAIN
PHONE 885-9934
UNION CITY, TENN.
JIM HILL, OWNER
Delicious Home Made Italian Pizza
Phone ahead for Take Out Orders
SUNDAY BUFFET A SPECIALTY
There is good reason for Hill's Restaurant being so
popularutiOhls -arew. The meals or short orders, and the
Pizza,
vedi here have real "pulling power" and draw
lovers
fine food for many miles around.
At Hill's
Restaurant you will find a friendly atmosphere, your orders will receive prompt attention andeverything served you, will be of the best quality. It isn't often
that we can find restaurants serving such delicious food
at such fair prices. Try them for real service and good
food, and we are sure you will go out and tell your friends
about them.
The owner, Jim Hill, is proud of this restaurant and has
reason to be. He has left nothing undone to make this
eating place one of the best in this section and we suggest
that you get up a party for delicious Pizza and the Sunday
Buffet dinners, just a short drive from home.
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Sears Roebuck & Co.
506 SOUTH 1ST.
PHONE 885-1821
UNION CITY, TENN.
JOHNNIE PLUNKETT, MGR.
Sears Roebuck and Company's catalog order branch
in Union City, Tenn., needs no introduction to residents of
this section. Since Its location here has been in the shopping center for residents of this territory. It has been
prominent among the concerns that have aided in the expansion and development of this vicinity by giving the
public a metropolitan service.
They have available or can obtain, by reason of their
being a link in the vast Sears Organization, almost any
item you desire or which could be obtained in a combination hardware, department, auto supply and farm store.
They have assisted in raising the standard of living
among the people by saving them thousands of dollars
yearly on purchases through their catalog order branch
in this city. We are indeed grateful that this concern has
seen fit to locate one of their outlets within our reach.
Even before their catalog order branch was established in this city they boasted of many mail order customers
in this section who realized what values they offered.
Rural residents have always used Sears Roebuck as an
outstanding source of supply. Sears in Union City, Tenn.
is as close as your phone. Just call 885-1821 and place
your orders. C. 0. D. and time payment plans are available
for your convenience.

JACK GOLDSMITH
Chrysler-Plymouth Motor Co.
HWAY. 51 SOUTH
PHONE 885-1275
UNION CITY, TENN.
Chrysler - Plymouth. Dodge Cars & Trucks
Sales and Service
For many years Chrysler, Plymouth and Dodge cars
and trucks have been recognized as a leader for farm,
business and industry, This line is ably represented in
the Union City, Tenn. area by Jack Goldsmith ChryslerPlymouth Motor Co. This is one of Tennessee's most modern
truck centers. They have gone to considerable expense
to provide a complete parts department and a service
department, one of the most up-to-date in Union City
area, to give you service and parts on any make of truck
or car. Jack Goldsmith Chrysler-Plymouth Motor Co. are
proud of the number of motorists, farmers and business
men who prefer their line of cars and trucks. It is their
constant aim to justify this confidence by ever improving
their services to the motorist, farm and industry and to
see that you get the most out of your truck or car investments. If you like their truck or car line they are glad to
hear about it. When you buy a truck or car from them, you
are also getting a share in the knowledge and experience
they have gained by their years in business.
For an Oblective study on your truck needs, consult
Jack Goldsmith Crysler-Plymouth sales In Union City,
Tenn. Your truck and motor problems are their business.
They are prepared to give you the very best in service,
parts or a truck or a car for any need.

It would be a mistake indeed to shop in Union City without
visiting Shainberg's, located at South 1st Street extended.
This store is a "must" on your list. Customers enjoy
a feeling of satisfaction when shopping here, knowing they
are getting true values at prices within today's budget.
Quality is high and the personnel at Shainberg's take
pride in serving you with courtesy. They intend to keep this
service above par.
The buyers at Shainberg's have selected the stock with
care and rare Judgement, with the idea in mind of giving
the shopper the greatest possible values and still keep
you fashionably dressed. The stock at this store is selected from many nationally known manufactures. Shoppers
are aware of this fact and have come to look over the line
for unusual offerings.
In this day and age, both young and old want to be neatly
and fashionable attired. The ladies of this section are always
satisfied with purchases made at Shainberg's and they tell
their friends about it.
It is quite proper that we list Shainberg's in our Review
of Union City as one of the leading exponents of style and
value.

Graves Distributing Co.,Inc.
1234 South Second St.
Phone 885-1770
UNION CITY, TENN.
Ralph Graves, Owner—Mercury & Evinrude
Out Boards — Snapper Power Mowers —
Homelite & McCulloch Chain Saws — Ruppline of Motor Scooters — Also Campers and
Truck Tops and Covers.
— WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL —
Right here in Union City we have a dealer who handles
one of the most interesting lines of equipment, including
Mercury and Evinrude Outboard Motors, Snapper Power
Lawn Mowers and is the dealer for this area for McCullock and Homeline Chain Saws. He stands in back of
a sale with expert repairs.
Now is a good time to check your lawn mowers, your
garden equipment and your outboard motor for repairs.
Call 885-1770 in Union City. Mr. Ralph Graves can give
the most honest estimate on repairs and his experience
has carried him through every phase of small motor repair.
When he puts his OK on a repair job, you can be sure that
it will be done to your complete satisfaction.
There are many models to choose from in the Power
Chain Saw line.
You get dependability and craftmanship when you own
a Mercury or Evinrude Outboard or a Snapper Lawn Mower.
Stop in at Graves Distributing Co., at 1239 S. 2nd Street.
Look over this fine line of equipment. Get his prices and
also estimates on repairs. They trade and they finance.
The
Rupp line of
motor scooters can be licensed for
highway use.

Williams Fabric Center
PHONE 885-1800
SOUTH 1ST.
UNION CITY, TENN.
MAXINE MYERS, MGR.
Why not do as so many of your friends and neighbors
do about their sewing needs - visit Williams Fabric
Center. Here will be found every sewing need in addition
to special lines of yard and piece goods, accessories
and many other sewing needs.
Here you will find that shopping at Williams Fabric
Center is easy on today's strained clothing budget. Many
dollars can be saved by sewing for yourself and family
and the complete selection of pretty fabrics and materials
at Williams Fabric Center. This shop makes sewing a
real pleasure. Here you select the materials of the finest
quality and at prices within reach of all, woolens, silks,
bridal gown materials.
Many of your needs can be supplied at this store. The
rare combination of quality and economy has made Williams
Fabric Center one of Union City's most popular: Make
it a habit to shop here for all your sewing needs. They
have the newest in patterns and their selection of fabrics
is among Tennessee's largest.

Obion County Motor Co.
PHONE 885-3231
HWAY.51 BY-PASS
UNION CITY. TENN.
—Oklk Mercury
Ford - Cars & TrucU=Lhlc
Sales and Service
Ford cars and trucks and Lincoln and Mercury are
famous names in the automobile industry, and another
name that is very familiar to many residents of this area
is Obion County Motor Co.
This firm has grown on the principle of a high standard
of quality, customer satisfaction and the most value possible
for your money. Many residents of this community have
taken their motor problems to this firm, Their well
appointed service department is at your disposal at all
times.
You will be proud of your new car of truck that you
purchase at Ohlon County Motor Co., and they are also
the home of A-1 used cars and trucks. The used cars they
offer are in excellent condition with thousands of unused
miles of service, they have been reconditioned, and this
firm will gladly give you information on any used car they
have to offer and will arrange the most convenient terms
possible for you.
Obion County Motor Company's reputation for integrity is
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SMALL PARADISE CAFE
202 RAILROAD
PHONE 885-9887
UNION CITY, TENN.
Mary Stewart, Mg:. - Open 7 Days. 5 a. m.
'Til—Good Food Cooked to Please — Ice Cold
Beverages — Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner.
There is something about Small Paradise Cafe in Union
City, Tenn., that sets it apart from other eating places
and makes is highly satisfactory.
The extreme care and thought that goes into the preparation
of the food and the personal supervision by the owner, Mary
Stewart, the serving
and arrangements, all create a
restuarant to be visited often.
You'll like the surroundings, and you'll like the food. It
Is temptingly delicious and prepared under the personal
supervision of Mary Stewart, who is experienced in cooking and serving fine food.
Here food is personalized, not commercialized. Small
Paradise Cafe is popular not only with local residents,
but with all the surrounding territory. Many who make
trips through this area make it a point to stop at Small
Paradise Cafe Iodine. Why not make it a habit. The "'tanager,
Mary Stewart, invites you to stop in and get acquainted
and to try the fine home cooked food and prompt service.
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WHOLE
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SUGAR
5 LB. BAG

Limit

FRESH PORK NICE FOR FRYING

PORK STEAKS
SLICED
l ECD

BACON

0.•

Please

$109

2 lbs.

With This Coupon and
Additional $5.00 Purchase. Excluding Milk
and Tobacco Products
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This Ad Good Thursday, Oct. 30th
Through Tuesday, November 4th
Double Quality Stamps On Wednesday

BEEF — FINE FOR THE GRILL
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SIRLOIN STEAK
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FROZEN HEADLESS WHITING

12 oz.
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PEE - SOL
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12-oz. Cans
each 53c HYDE PARK ASSORTED DRINKS

STEELE'S 303 SUE 16-oz.

for

10 For $1

STOKELY'S OR HUNTS

16-oz. HAMBURGER DILL

Jar

PICKLES

29c

E. W.JAMES BRAND
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TOMATOES $1 PEACHES
0
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silo.
PORK
5
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ol s $1
BEANS
29 oz.
LIMIT 2

8 OZ

59

STEELE'S 303 SIZE 18-os;

, PENNY

Early June Peas
Great Northern Beans
Navy Beans
Hominy

STEELE'S

303 SIZE 16-oz.

CANS

Mx or Match
300 Size Cans 15-oz.

FOR

POTATOES

2 For 23c HYDE PARK SHORTENING 3 Lb. Can
BAGSTETLEY
Box 57c 8-oz.
HYDE PARK INSTANT BREAKFAST
BLACK PEPPER Box 39c
GEBHARDTS 16-oz.
cHILI
3 For
DOG FOOD
48
TEA

DAISY FRESH-1 LB. BOXES

694 OLEO
MERICO

494

HOME GROWN SWEET

5 For
$1.00
ammnioN
ROLLS each 23c
KRAFT — 16-oz.
AMBROSIA
each
49c
KRAFT
FRUIT SALAD each 83c
9-ox.

JUMBO 56 COUNT

POTATOES1110
TURNIPS Lb. 90

APPLES 100
APPLES Lb.'19
EA

HOME GROWN

No.8 Coupon
In-Date
Oct. 27 Thru
Nov. 1st.
May We
Redeem Yours?
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